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Preamble
The National Assembly approved the
Finance Bill 2019 with certain
amendments proposed therein and after
the assent of the President of Pakistan,
Finance Act, 2019 has been enacted.
This publication contains a review of
changes made in Income Tax
Ordinance, 2001, Sales Tax Act, 1990,
Federal Excise Act, 2005 and The
Customs Act, 1969 through the Finance
Act, 2019.
This document contains the comments,
which represent our interpretation of the
legislation. We recommend that while
considering their application to any
particular case reference be made to
the specific wordings of the relevant
statute.
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Finance Act, 2019

Income Tax Ordinance, 2001
Determination of taxable income for the
purpose of super tax

S.
No.

3

The banking and insurance companies were
required to pay super tax on taxable income, after
adjusting brought forward business, depreciation
and amortization losses.
In contrast other tax payers were required to pay
super tax on taxable income, before adjusting
brought forward business and depreciation losses.
The Act has withdrawn the entitlement for
adjustment of brought forward business,
depreciation and amortization losses from the
banking and insurance companies.

Section 7B and Division IIIA Part I First Schedule.
Currently the persons, other than companies are
liable to tax on profit on debt at the rates ranging
from 10% to 15% under final tax regime.
The Act has enhanced the tax rates as follows:
Profit on debt
Where profit on debt
does not exceed Rs.
5,000,000
Where profit on debt
exceeds Rs. 5,000,000

Existing
rate
10%

12.5%

Where profit on debt
exceeds Rs. 25,000,000
but does not exceed Rs.
36,000,000

15%

20%

The Act has also excluded profit on debt exceeding
Rs. 36 million per annum from final tax regime.
Consequently in cases where profit on debt
exceeds Rs. 36 million the tax on entire profit on
debt shall be charged at the tax rate applicable to
such person under normal tax regime.

Section 15A

Enhancement of tax on profit on debt for
the persons other than companies

2

Revised
rate

Deductions against income from property

This amendment was purported to bring the
calculation of taxable income for super tax for
banking and insurance companies at par with other
taxpayers. However, the banking and insurance
companies have been debarred to adjust brought
forward amortization losses in addition to business
and depreciation losses.

1

Existing
rate

but does not exceed Rs.
25,000,000

Section 4B

S.
No.

Profit on debt

Revised
rate

Income from property of an individual and AOP was
subjected to withholding tax and the charge of tax
at specified fixed rates on gross rental income.
The Finance Act has now inserted sub-section (7)
in section 15A to provide that an individual or an
AOP can claim the deductions admissible under
section 15A for computing net rental income subject
to following conditions:



Income from property must exceed Rs. 4
million; and



The individual or AOP opts to be taxed at the
slab rates specified in Division I of Part I of First
Schedule.

Intangibles
Section 24

15%

17.5%

Currently deduction for the cost of intangible (used
wholly or partly in deriving income from business
and having normal useful life exceeding one year)
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can be amortized over the period of actual useful
life. However, where the normal useful life of an
intangible is more than ten years or the same is not
ascertainable the intangible is treated to have
normal useful life of ten years and amortized
accordingly.
The Act has enhanced said limit of normal useful
life from ten years to twenty five years in cases
where the useful life is not ascertainable.
The Act has excluded self-generated goodwill or
any adjustment arising due to accounting treatment,
in the manner to be prescribed in the Rules, from
the definition of intangible. This amendment
appears to nullify the court decision wherein
goodwill has been held as part of intangible entitled
for amortization.
However, the exclusion is for self-generated
goodwill. Hence it can be construed that acquired
goodwill shall be treated as intangible and entitled
for amortization.

Capital gain on immovable property
revamped
Section 37(1A), Division VIII
The Bill proposed to delete sub-section (1A) of
section 37 which provided for separate taxation for
capital gains on disposal of immovable property on
the basis of holding period as provided under
Division VIII of the Part I of the First Schedule
hence proposed to be taxed at normal tax rates.
The Act has however reinstated sub-section (1A) of
section 37 and the Division VIII. In contrast to the
currently prescribed rates based on dates of
acquisition and holding period, the prescribed rates
of tax are now based on the amount of gain.
The prescribed rates are as follows:

Amount of gain

Rate
of tax

1

Where gain does not exceed Rs.
5 million

5%

2

Where gain exceeds Rs. 5 million but
does not exceed Rs 10 million

10%

3

Where gain exceeds Rs. 10 million but
does not exceed Rs 15 million

15%

4

Where gain exceeds Rs. 15 million

20%

S.
No.

However computation of taxable gain on disposal of
open plot and constructed property have been
provided separately for open plots and constructed
property on the basis of holding period as under:
S.
No.

Holding period
of open plot

Holding period
of constructed
property

Taxable
Gain

1

Not exceeding
one year

Not exceeding
one year

100%

2

Exceeds one year
but does not
exceed eight
years

Exceeds one year
but does not
exceed four years

75%

3

Exceeds eight
years

Exceeds four
years

0

The bill proposed the exempt holding periods for
open plots and constructed property at ten years
and five years respectively. The Act has reduced
this threshold to eight years and four years
respectively.

Gifts to be treated as income
Section 39
A gift received by a person in cash or in kind was
not treated as income of the recipient. Whereas,
non-recognition rules contained under section 79
provide that no gain or loss shall be taken to arise
for a person disposing of an asset through a gift to
the specified relatives. Further section 39(3)
provides that any amount received as a gift shall be
treated valid if it is transferred through normal
banking channel.
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However, it was generally perceived that the mode
of gift was misused to legitimize certain
transactions.

Set off of losses of companies operating
hotels
Section 56A

The Act has now provided to treat any amount or
fair market value of any property received without
consideration or as a gift as an income from other
source chargeable to tax under section 39 of the
Ordinance. However, the gift received from the
following persons shall be excluded from the
purview of aforesaid deemed income:



Grand parents



Parents



Spouse



Brother



Sister



Son



Daughter

Section 56A provides that where a company
registered in Pakistan or Azad Jammu and Kashmir
operating hotels in Pakistan and AJ&K sustain a
loss under the head “income from business” in
Pakistan and AJ&K in any tax year shall be allowed
to set off the losses against company’s income in
Pakistan and AJ&K from tax year 2007.
The Finance Act has now broadened the scope of
this section to include the companies registered in
Gilgit-Baltistan as well. However the entitlement of
setting off of losses will now only be allowed to a
public company as defined in the Companies Act,
2017.

Tax credit for persons employing fresh
graduates

The scope of donors proposed under section 39 is
restrictive as compared to the definition of relatives
provided under section 79 for the purpose of nonrecognition rules.

Powers of the Federal Government
restricted
Section 53
The Finance Act has restricted the power of Federal
Government to take immediate action for the
purpose of removal of anomalies in taxes,
development of backward areas through insertion of
exemption in Second Schedule through
notifications. After this restriction any such
amendment will be possible either through Act of
parliament or Ordinance, as applicable in the
circumstances.

Section 64C
The Act has introduced tax credit for a person
employing freshly qualified graduates in respect of
the amount of salary paid to such graduates for a
tax year in which such graduates are employed.
This tax credit will be in addition to the expenditure
claimed by business on payment of salary to their
employees.
Freshly qualified graduates shall mean “a person
who has graduated after the 01 July 2017 from any
institution or university recognized by the Higher
Education Commission”.
The tax credit shall be calculated by applying
person’s average tax rate on the lower of:
a) the annual salary paid to the freshly qualified
graduates in the year; and
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b) five percent of the person’s taxable income for
the year.

Restriction on purchase of assets
Sections 75A and 227C

It is further provided that tax credit shall be
restricted to the salaries of freshly qualified
graduates equal to 15% of total employees in
numbers. However, following anomalies remain
unaddressed:



The salient features issued by FBR provides
that unadjusted tax credit can be carried
forward for 5 years. However, this has not been
prescribed in the enacted section 64C.



The charging section allows tax credit to all
persons including (individual and association of
person), whereas 15% restriction is prescribed
in case of company only.

Tax credit on investment in BMR restricted
Section 65B
Currently, a company investing in purchase of plant
and machinery for extension, expansion, balancing,
modernizing and replacement is allowed tax credit
equal to ten percent of the purchase price of the
machinery. The tax credit was first time introduced
through the Finance Act, 2010 and initially it was
allowed till 30th June 2015 and later extended upto
the year 2021.
The Finance Act has reduced the rate of tax credit
from 10% to 5% of the investment effective from tax
year 2019.
Further the period of investment is now being
curtailed from 2021 to year 2019. However,
unadjusted tax credit shall continue to be carried
forward for adjustment after tax year 2019 subject
to the conditions specified under section 65B.

There was a restriction on non-filers for purchase of
specified vehicles and immovable property under
section 227C introduced through Finance Act 2018.
This section has now been omitted.
On the other hand, the Act has inserted a new
section 75A to provide that purchase of immovable
property having FMV of more than Rs. 5 million or
any other asset having FMV of more than Rs. 1
million shall not be made otherwise than through
normal banking channels. For this purpose, in case
of immovable property, FMV means value fixed by
provincial authority or value notified by FBR
whichever is higher.
In case of any violation no depreciation, initial
allowance, amortization or deduction on account of
pre-commencement expenditure shall be allowed
for such assets and such amount shall not be
treated as the cost which will result in higher gain
on disposal of such assets.
Further, a penalty of 5% of fair market value has
also been provided for violation / non-compliance of
this requirement.

Resident individual – definition Revised
Section 82
Previously an individual was treated to be resident
in Pakistan if;



Present in Pakistan for a period of 183 days or
more during a tax year or



Present in Pakistan for a period of 90 days
during the tax year and 365 days during
preceding four years.
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Employee or official of Federal and Provincial
Government and is posted abroad.



A prescribed notice can be filed with the
Commissioner that a person not appearing in
the active taxpayers' list was not required to file
a return of income. The bill proposed that such
an application can only be filed by the
withholding agent. However the Act has
provided that this application can also be filed
by the person from whom the tax is required to
be deducted or collected.



The Commissioner, on receipt of the prescribed
notice, shall within thirty days pass an order
either accepting the contention as per the notice
or make an order that the person not appearing
in the active taxpayers' list was required to file
the return or statement and thereby directing
the withholding agent to deduct or collect tax at
prescribed increased rate. In case no order is
passed within thirty days of receipt of notice the
Commissioner shall be deemed to have
accepted the contention as per the notice.



Where for a tax year a person's tax has been
collected or deducted at increased rates and
the person fails to file return of income or
statement, as the case may be, for that tax year
within the due date provided in law or as
extended by the Board, the Commissioner shall
within sixty days of that due date make a
provisional assessment of the taxable income of
the person and issue a provisional assessment
order specifying the taxable income assessed
and tax due thereon by imputing taxable income
on the amount of tax deducted or collected and
can treat the imputed income as concealed
income. The Act has provided that provision of
section 111 shall apply on unexplained income,
asset or expenditure treated as concealed
income. An explanation has also been added by
the Act that this provisional assessment shall
not absolve the related person from filing of
wealth statement, application of section 111 on
concealed income, selection for audit under
section 177 and 214C and subsequent
amendment of assessment under this schedule.

Finance Act 2003 omitted the second condition.
The bill proposed to reinstate the omitted second
condition as it was. The Act has though retained the
second condition however the prescribed time limit
for stay in Pakistan during the tax year has been
enhanced from 90 days to 120 days. The enacted
second condition hence states as follows:
“Present in Pakistan for a period of 120 days during
the tax year and 365 days during preceding four
years”.

Simplified tax regime for specified persons
Section 99C
The Act has introduced enabling provision for
bringing certain persons (e.g. small businesses,
construction businesses, medical practitioners,
hospitals, educational institutions etc.) in the tax net
through simplified procedures of record keeping, tax
payment, return filing and assessment. Rules in this
regard will be prescribed in due course.

Tax regime for persons not appearing in
Active Taxpayers’ list revamped
Sections 100BA, 2(1A), and Tenth Schedule
The Act has replaced the concept of filer and nonfiler enacted through the Finance Act, 2014 with
Active Tax Payers. For this purposes Tenth
Schedule has been inserted with following salient
features.



The applicable rate of withholding and collection
of tax under the various prescribed provisions
shall increase by hundred percent in case of
payments to persons not appearing in active
taxpayers’ list.
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Imputed income for individuals, association of
persons and company means income which
would have resulted in the amount of tax at the
applicable rate given in Division I of the First
Schedule equal to the tax so collected or
deducted.



The provisional assessment shall be treated as
the final assessment order unless the return of
income along with the wealth statement for the
relevant tax year and the preceding tax year in
the prescribed form has been filed by the
person within a period of forty-five days of
receipt of provisional assessment order. In case
return and wealth statement is filed, the tax
deducted or collected under this scheme shall
be adjustable against the tax payable in the
return filed for the relevant tax year.









Where a provisional assessment has been
treated as final assessment or where in
response to the provisional assessment, return
has been filed within forty five days or where
assessment has been amended by the
Commissioner and the assessment order is
considered erroneous in so far it is prejudicial to
the interest of revenue, the Commissioner may,
after making or causing to be made, such
enquiries as he deems necessary, amend the
assessment order.



This scheme is however not applicable in case
of collecting/ withholding of taxes applicable in
following cases:

-

Section 149- Payment of salary ,

-

Section 152- Payments to non-residents on
account of execution of specified contracts,
advertisement services provided by nonresident media persons, fee for offshore
digital services and supply of goods by
permanent establishment of non-resident
persons.

-

Section 154 – Exports,

-

Section 155 – Rent,

-

Section 156B- Withdrawal of balance under
pension fund,

-

Section 231A- Cash withdrawal from a
bank,

-

Section 231AA- Advance tax on
Transactions in Bank,

-

Section 233AA- Collection of tax by
NCCPL,

-

Section 235- On commercial and industrial
electricity consumption,

-

Section 235A- On domestic electricity
consumption,

-

Section 235B- Tax on steel melters and
composite units,

In case the provisional assessment is treated as
the final assessment order due to non-filing of
return of income, the Commissioner shall initiate
proceedings for imposition of penalties on
account of non-furnishing of return and
concealment of income.
Where the withholding agent fails to furnish in
the withholding statement the complete or
accurate particulars of persons not appearing
on active taxpayers' list, the Commissioner shall
initiate penalty proceedings against the
withholding agent within thirty days of filing of
withholding statement.
The Schedule also empowers the
Commissioner to amend an assessment order
where the imputed income is less than the
amount on which tax was deducted or collected
under this Schedule or on the basis of definite
information acquired from an audit or otherwise.
This amendment will be made in similar manner
as contained in the section 122 related to
amendment of assessment.
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Section 153 – Payment for goods, services and
contracts,



Sections 156A & 236HA – Petroleum products,



Sections 231B & 234 – Tax on motor vehicles,



Section 234A – CNG Stations,



Sections 236C & 236K– Sales and Purchase or
transfer of immoveable property,

Section 236L- On purchase of international
air tickets,



Section 236P- On banking transactions
otherwise than by cash,

Sections 236G & 236H – Sales to distributors,
dealers, wholesalers and retailers

Tax credit for NPOs

Section 236Q- On use of machinery and
equipment,

Section 100C

-

Section 236- Telephone and Internet Users
[added by the Act]

-

Section 236B- Purchase of Air tickets’

-

Section 236D- On functions and gatherings,

-

Section 236F- On cable operators and other
electronic media,

-

Section 236I- By educational institutions,

-

Section 236J- On Dealers, Commission
agents and arhatis,

-

Section 236R- On education related
expenses remitted abroad,

-

Section 236U- On local insurance premium,

-

Section 236V- On extraction of minerals,

-

Section 236X- Collection of tax on tobacco
by Pakistan Tobacco Board.

Accordingly this schedule will be applicable on the
following major collection / withholding tax
provisions:



Section 37A – Capital gain on securities,



Sections 150 & 236S – Dividend in cash and
specie,



Section 151 – Profit on debt,



Section 152 – Payment to non-residents for
royalty, fee for technical services, insurance/reinsurance premium, payments to PE of nonresident on account of services or execution of
contracts and other non-specified payments to
non-residents

NPO, Trust, or Welfare Institutions are entitled to
tax credit equal to 100% of tax payable including
minimum tax and final tax subject to fulfillment of
specified conditions.
The Act has inserted a new condition of obtaining
approval from the Commissioner under section
2(36) w.e.f. July 2020 for claiming such tax credit.
It has further been provided that none of the assets
of trust or welfare institutions should confer a
private benefit to donor or family, children or author
of the trust or maker of the institution. Where such
private benefit is conferred, the amount of such
benefit shall be added to the income of the donor.
Further the provision relating to obtaining approval
of Chief Commissioner has been omitted.

Confidentiality of information
Section 107(1B)
Under current law, any information received under
double tax treaties and other multilateral
agreements is to be treated as confidential.
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The Finance Act has amended sub-section (1B) of
section 107 of the Ordinance to allow sharing of
information with any person acting in the execution
of the Ordinance where it is necessary to disclose
the same to him for the purposes of the Ordinance.

Determination of fair market value for the
purpose of Arm’s length transaction
Section 108A
Section 108 empowers the Commissioner to
determine transaction between associates to reflect
the income of such person realized in arm’s length
transaction. Hitherto such determination was made
by the Commissioner.
The Act has provided for professional support to the
Commissioner to seek services of a Chartered
Accountant or Cost Management Accountant with
prior permission of the Board for determination of
fair market value of the asset, product, expenditure
or service at the time of transaction. The
Commissioner shall treat the report of Chartered
Accountant or Cost Management Accountant as
definite information for the purposes of section
122(8). However if the Commissioner is not
satisfied with the aforesaid report then after
recording reasons for non-satisfaction, the
Commissioner may seek report from another
Chartered Accountant or Cost Management
Accountant.

such supplies in cases where the persons supplying
the products, listed in the Third Schedule of the
Sales Tax Act, 1990 or any other products as may
be prescribed by the Board, under a dealership
arrangement with the dealers who are not
registered under the Sales Tax Act, 1990 and are
also not appearing in ATL issued under Income Tax
Ordinance, 2001.
For this purpose, 10% of the sale price of the
manufacturer shall be treated as “dealer’s margin”.
Section 21(ca)
Amount of commission paid or payable in excess of
0.2 percent of the gross amount of supplies shall be
disallowed as an expense unless the dealer is
appearing in the active taxpayer list of income tax.
The condition for the dealer to be registered under
Sales tax Act 1990 as proposed in the bill has been
removed from the Act. The similar condition has
however been retained in the section 108AB.
This is effectively an anti-avoidance provision and
purports to treat dealership arrangement with
unregistered persons as sham and tax avoidance
measure. The implementation of this provision may,
therefore, trigger litigation.

Unexplained income, assets or expenses
etc. sourced from foreign exchange
remittances

Transaction under dealership arrangement
Section 111
Sections 108B and 21(ca)
The Act has specified following provision in respect
of dealership arrangement with unregistered
persons.
Section 108B

Presently source of foreign remittance upto Rs 10
million could not be quetioned if these remittances
are used to explain the source of income, assets or
expenses etc.
The Act has reduced the above threshold to Rs. 5
million.

Disallowance of 75% of the dealers margin claimed
as expenses in the hands of the person making
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Return of income

Alternative Dispute Resolution

Section 114

Section 134A

Presently, the owner of immovable property of 250
sq. yards or more in areas falling within the
municipal limits or in cantonment or Islamabad
Capital Territory was required to file the return of
income.

The Act has amended the criteria of persons to be
opointed as members of Alternative Dispute
Resolution Committee as follows:

The Act has relaxed this requirement by enhancing
the limit from 250 sq. yards or more to 500 sq.
yards or more.

Deadline to file return of income or
statement rationalized



In addition to chartered accountants and
advocates, cost and managment accountants
may also be appointed.



Minimum experience of ten years is required for
chartered accountants, adovcates and cost and
management accountants.

Collection of taxes in case of Association
of Person (AOP)

Section 118
The Act has changed the date of filing of return of
income by salaried individuals and for statements of
final taxation from 31 August to 30 September.

Restriction of proceedigns
Section 120B
The Act has inserted a new section 120B to provide
that no proceedins shall be undertaken under the
Ordinance in respect of declarations made under
the Assets Declaration Act, 2019 and that the
information received in such declarations shall be
treated as confidential.

Power to appoint Appellate Tribunal

Section 139
At present, if tax payable by a member of an AOP
in respect of the member’s share of the income of
the association cannot be recovered from the
member then the AOP is liable for the tax due by
the member.
The Act has enhanced applicability for recovery
whereby if any tax payable by AOP cannot be
recovered from it then every person who was
member of the AOP at any time during the year
shall be jointly and severally liable for payment of
the tax due by the AOP. However, such member(s)
is / are entitled to recover the tax paid by him from
the AOP or a share of the tax from any other
member.

Section 130
Currently the power to appoint chairperson and
other members of the Appellate Tribunal rests with
the Federal Government. However the Finance Act
2019 has bestowed these powers on the Prime
Minister through prescribed rules.

Change in taxation regime from FTR to
minimum tax regime
Section 148(7) – Commercial importers
Upto 30 June 2018, tax required to be paid on
import of goods which are sold in the same
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condition, as they were imported, was taxable
under Final Tax Regime (FTR).
The Finance Act, 2018 amended this tax regime for
commercial importers and brought them under the
ambit of Minimum Tax. However, the Finance
Supplementary (Second Amendment) Act, 2019
again brought these commercial imports under the
ambit of FTR.
The Finance Act, 2019 has now once again brought
these commercial imports under the ambit of
minimum tax regime.

The Finance Act has modified the taxation regime
for persons engaged in these activities from final
taxation to minimum taxation.
Normal tax regime will continue for supply of goods
by manufacturers in corporate sector and for the
companies listed on Stock Exchange. Similarly,
normal tax regime will continue for execution of
contract by the listed companies.
Section 233 – Brokerage and commission
Persons receiving brokerage and commission were
subject to final taxation.

Section 148(8A) – Ship breakers
Ship breakers importing ships for ship breaking
were subject to final taxation.

The Finance Act has changed the taxation of such
persons from final taxation to minimum taxation.
Section 234A CNG – Stations

The Finance Act has changed the taxation of such
ship breakers from final taxation to minimum
taxation.

The tax collection on gas consumption was treated
as final tax on income of CNG station.

Sections 152(1A) & (1AA) – Non-resident
Contractor

The Finance Act has changed the taxation of such
persons from final taxation to minimum taxation.

Non-resident persons receiving payments from
resident persons on account of construction,
assembly or installation project in Pakistan etc.
were under final tax regime subject to filing of an
option. Furthermore, payment on account of
insurance premium or re-insurance premium were
also previously under final taxation.

All such persons who are under minimum tax
regime will now be required to compare the tax
liability calculated under Normal Tax Regime (NTR)
with the tax deducted / collected at source. If tax
liability under NTR is higher than the tax deducted /
collected at source, then tax liability computed
under NTR will become due otherwise tax deducted
/ collected at source will be their minimum tax.

The Finance Act has changed the taxation regime
of such non-resident contractors and recipients of
insurance premium or re-insurance premium from
final taxation to minimum taxation.

Offshore digital services excluded from
residual withholding tax provision
Section 152(IC) & (2)

Section 153 – Supply of goods and execution of
contract
Supply of goods and execution of contract were
previously subject to final taxation.

The Finance Act, 2018 introduced income tax on
Pakistan-source “fee for offshore digital services” in
the hands of a non-resident person at the rate of
5% of the gross amount of such fee by inserting
sub-section (1C) in section 152 of the Income Tax
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Ordinance, 2001. However, reference of subsection (1C) was not made in sub-section (2) for the
purpose of excluding this sub-section from the
applicability of withholding tax at the general rate of
20%. The Finance Act has now removed this
anomaly.

Withholding tax rates enhanced for
specified service sectors

As in the case of residents, the facility of obtaining
the withholding tax exemption certificate has also
been done away with for PEs of non-resident
persons through the Finance Act. However, the
withholding tax rate for specified sectors of PEs of
non-resident persons has not been reduced to 3%,
in line with residents, which may create hardship for
such non-residents. The rate of transport services
has remained unchanged at 2% in contrast to 3%
for resident persons.

Sections 152(2B) & 153
Through the Finance Act, 2015, companies
providing services were brought under minimum tax
regime in line with Individuals and Association of
Persons [AOPs]. On representation, the rate of
withholding tax of 8% was reduced for certain
specified service sector companies vide Income
Tax (Second Amendment) Act, 2016.
Further, such specified service sectors were eligible
to carry forward excess minimum amount of tax
paid over the corporate tax for adjustment for five
subsequent years. Furthermore, they had an option
to pay advance tax equal to 2% of total turnover
and obtain withholding tax exemption certificate
from the concerned Commissioner.
The Finance Act has done away with such facility of
lower rate of withholding tax exemption certificate
by paying advance tax at 2% of total turnover on
one hand and on the other hand, it has enhanced
withholding tax rate to 3% for such specified service
sector companies. Such reduced rate of tax
withholding at 3% will also be applicable for
individuals and AOPs providing such specified
services.
Moreover, the Finance Act has also enhanced the
rate of withholding tax for transport services from
2% to 3%.

Commissioner empowered to allow reduce
rate certificate on payments for cohesive
business operations
Section 152(4B)
The Finance Act 2018 amended the definition of
“permanent establishment” (PE) of a non-resident
person in Pakistan to bring the definition in line with
the suggested amendments proposed by the OECD
in its report on Base Erosion & Profit Shifting Action
Plan 7 namely “Preventing the Artificial Avoidance
of Permanent Establishment Status”.
Now the Finance Act has empowered the
Commissioner to allow the person to make payment
after deduction of tax equal to thirty percent of the
tax chargeable at the rate of 7% (i.e. 2.1%) on such
payments, provided that credit of tax so deducted
shall be available to PE of non-resident accounting
for overall profits arising on the overall cohesive
business operations.
The amendment, when proposed through the
Finance Bill, wrongly referred sub-section (2) of
section 152 instead of correct reference to subsection (1A). This anomaly has now been removed
through the Finance Act.

The rate of tax proposed through the Finance Bill
was 4% which, after representations from various
quarters, has been reduced to 3%.
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Withholding tax on royalty to resident
persons



The income tax refund bonds shall be issued in
values in multiples of Rupees one hundred
thousand.



The maturity period of the afore-said bonds
shall be three (3) years and shall bear simple
profit rate at ten percent (10%) per annum.



The bonds shall be traded freely in country’s
secondary markets.



The bonds shall be approved security for
calculating the statutory liquidity reserve.



The bonds shall be accepted by the banks as
collateral.



There shall be no compulsory deduction of
Zakat against the bonds.



After period of maturity, the company shall
return the promissory note to the Board and the
Board shall make the payment of amount due
under the bonds, alongwith profit due, to the
bondholders.



The bonds shall be redeemable before maturity
with simple profit payable at the time of
redemption in the light of general or specific
policy to be formulated by FBR.



The refund through bonds shall be paid in
prescribed manner to the claimant who opt for
this regime.



Federal Government may notify procedures to
regulate the issuance, redemption and other
matters relating to the bonds as may be
required.

Section 153B
Previously, there was no withholding tax provision
in the tax law on payment of royalty to resident
persons. The Finance Act has introduced
withholding tax at 15% of gross amount which is
adjustable.

Revision of withholding tax recovery order
Section 161(3)
The Finance Act has empowered the Commissioner
to amend or further amend an order of withholding
tax recovery if he considers that the original order is
erroneous and prejudicial to the interest of revenue.

Refund payment through income tax
refund bonds
Section 171A
The concept of issuance of refund bonds in lieu of
cash refunds was earlier introduced through the
Finance Supplementary (Second Amendment) Act,
2019 for long outstanding sales tax refunds.
The Finance Act has applied this concept for
income tax refunds as well and has prescribed a
mechanism to pay income tax refunds through
‘income tax refund bonds’ to be issued by FBR
Refund Settlement Company Limited. The modus
operandi and salient features of the new scheme,
are summarized below:



FBR shall issue a promissory note to FBR
Refund Settlement Company Limited (the
company), incorporating the details of refund
claimants and the amount of refund determined
as payable to each for issuance of income tax
refund bonds, of the same amount.
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Commissioner’s power to raid premises
Section 175
The Finance Bill proposed to insert sub-section (6A)
in section 175 empowering the Commissioner to
raid any premises where there was reliable
information regarding undeclared gold, bearer
security or foreign currency and confiscate the
same.

S.
No.

Offences

21

Any person who
purchases immovable
property having fair
market value greater than
rupees five million
through cash or bearer
cheque.

Such person shall pay a
penalty of five percent of
the value of property
determined by the Board
under subsection (4) of
section 68 or by the
provincial authority for the
purposes of stamp duty,
whichever is higher.

22

Where an offshore tax
evader is involved in
offshore tax evasion in
the course of any
proceedings under this
Ordinance before any
Income Tax authority or
the appellate tribunal.

Such person shall pay a
penalty of one hundred
thousand rupees or an
amount equal to two
hundred per cent of the tax
which was sought to be
evaded, whichever is
higher.

23

Where in the course of
any transaction or
declaration made by a
person an enabler has
enabled, guided, advised
or managed any person
to design, arrange or
manage that transaction
or declaration in such a
manner which has
resulted or may result in
offshore tax evasion in
the course of any
proceedings under this
Ordinance.

Such person shall pay a
penalty of three hundred
thousand rupees or an
amount equal to two
hundred per cent of the tax
which was sought to be
evaded, whichever is
higher.

24

Any person who is
involved in asset move as
defined in clause (5C) of
section 2 of the
Ordinance from a
specified territory to an
un-specified territory.

Such person shall pay a
penalty of one hundred
thousand rupees or an
amount equal to one
hundred per cent of the
tax, whichever is higher.

25

Where a Reporting
Financial Institution fails
to comply with any
provisions of section
165B of the Ordinance or
Common Reporting
Standard Rules in
Chapter XIIA of Income
Tax Rules, 2002.

Such Reporting Financial
Institution shall pay a
penalty of Rs.10,000 for
each default and an
additional Rs. 10,000 each
month until the default is
redressed.

26

Where a Reporting
Financial Institution files
an incomplete or
inaccurate report under
provisions of section
165B of the Ordinance
and Common Reporting
Standard Rules in
Chapter XIIA of Income
Tax Rules, 2002.

Such Reporting Financial
Institution shall pay a
penalty of Rs.10,000 for
each default and an
additional Rs. 10,000 each
month until the default is
redressed.

However, this proposed amendment has not been
carried by the Finance Act.

Issuance of audit report prior to passing an
amended order
Section 177
The Finance Act has stipulated to issue an audit
report containing observations and findings after
completion of an audit prior to passing of an
amended order.

Business license scheme
Section 181D
The Finance Act has prescribed for every person
engaged in any business, profession or vocation to
obtain a business license and display the same as
prescribed by the Board.

Offences and penalties
Section 182
The Finance Act has enhanced the penalties for
various offences which were already in the statute.
New penalties for offshore tax evasion and failure to
furnish information under Common Reporting
Standards have been introduced as follows:

Penalties
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The Act further provides that such person shall not
be:

S.
No.

Offences

27

Where a Reporting
Financial Institution fails
to obtain valid selfcertification for new
accounts or furnishes
false self-certification
made by the Reportable
Jurisdiction Person under
Common Reporting
Standard Rules in
Chapter XIIA of Income
Tax Rules, 2002.

Such Reporting Financial
Institution shall pay a
penalty of Rs.10,000 for
each default and an
additional Rs 10,000 each
month until the default is
redressed.

Where a Reportable
Jurisdiction Person fails
to furnish valid selfcertification or furnishes
false self -certification
under Common Reporting
Standard Rules in
Chapter XIIA of Income
Tax Rules, 2002.

Such Reportable
Jurisdiction Person shall
pay a penalty of Rs. 5,000
for each default and an
additional Rs. 5,000 each
month until the default is
redressed.

28

Penalties

Inclusion in Active Taxpayer’s list upon late
filing of tax return
Section 182A
The Finance Act 2018 provided that non-filing of
return of income within the due or extended date
were subject to following consequences, in addition
to penal provisions:




The name of the person was not to be included
in the Active Taxpayers List for that year; and
Such person was not to be allowed to carry
forward any loss for the tax year.

The Act has provided that such person shall be
included in the Active Taxpayer’s list upon filing of
tax return beyond the due or extended date subject
to payment of surcharge at following rates:
Company

20,000

Association of Persons

10,000

Individuals

1,000



issued refund during the period the person is
not included in the active taxpayers’ list; and



entitled to additional payment for delayed
refund and the period the person is not included
in the active taxpayers’ list, shall not be counted
for computation of additional payment for
delayed refund.

Transfer of assets under foreign jurisdiction
Sections 192B, 195A, 195B,
2(5C)/(38AB)/(38AC)/(38AD)/(60A)/(73A), Section
216(6B)/(6C) and section 145(5)
The Act has provided prosecution and penalty
provisions on account of concealment, noncompliance in filing foreign income and asset
statement, tax evasion as follows:
Section 192B
Any person shall commit an offence punishable on
conviction with imprisonment upto three years or a
fine upto five hundred thousand rupees or both who
fails to:

-

Declare an offshore asset to the Commissioner
or

-

Furnishes inaccurate particulars of an offshore
asset with revenue impact of ten million rupees.

The bill proposed revenue impact of such
concealment or furnishing of inaccurate particulars
at one hundred thousand rupees or more and
imprisonment of up to seven years or with a fine of
up to two hundred percent of the amount of tax
evaded or both. The Act has softened these
thresholds as mentioned above.
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Section 195A
Any person who, without reasonable excuse, fails to
comply with a notice issued by the Commissioner in
respect of statement of foreign income and assets,
shall commit an offence punishable on conviction
with imprisonment upto one year and fine of fifty
thousand rupees or both.

believed to be involved in offshore tax evasion or is
about to dispose of such assets, for a period earlier
of:



One hundred and twenty days; or



Till the finalization of proceedings including but
not limited to recovery proceedings.

The bill proposed the imprisonment of up to two
years or with a fine up to two percent of the offshore
asset not declared or both. The Act has softened
these thresholds as mentioned above.

In order to keep track of movement and transfer of
asset in foreign jurisdiction that are owned,
possessed and controlled by Pakistani national, the
Act has defined the following terms:

Section 195B



“Asset move” [section 2(5C)] means the transfer
of an offshore asset to an unspecified
jurisdiction by or on behalf of a person who
owns, possesses, controls, or is the beneficial
owner of such offshore asset for the purpose of
tax evasion.



“Offshore asset” [section 2(38AB)] in relation to
a person, includes any movable or immovable
asset held, any gain, profit, or income derived,
or any expenditure incurred outside Pakistan.



“Offshore evader” [section 2(38AC)] [mistakenly
mentioned offshore enabler in the bill] means a
person who owns, possesses, controls, or is the
beneficial owner of an offshore asset and does
not declare, or under declares or provides
inaccurate particulars of such asset to the
Commissioners.



“Offshore enabler” [section 2(38AD)]
[mistakenly mentioned offshore evader in the
bill] Includes any person who, enables, assists,
or advises any person to plan, design, arrange
or manage a transaction or declaration relating
to an offshore asset, which has resulted or may
result in tax evasion.



“Specified jurisdiction” [section 2(60A)] means
any jurisdiction which has committed to

Any enabler who enables, guides or advises any
person to design, arrange or manage a transaction
or declaration in such a manner which results in
offshore tax evasion, shall commit an offence
punishable on conviction with imprisonment for a
term not exceeding seven years or with a fine up to
five million rupees or both.
The Act has also empowered the Board to
undertake following measures as a deterrent:
Section 216(6B)
Publish the names of offshore evaders, in the print
and electronic media who have evaded offshore tax
equal to or exceeding two and half million rupees.
Section 216(6C)
Publishing the names of offshore tax enablers, in
the print and electronic media who have enabled
offshore tax evasion.
Section 145(5)
The Act has also empowered the Commissioner to
freeze any domestic asset of a person including any
asset beneficially owned by the person who as per
information received from offshore jurisdiction is
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automatically exchange information under the
Common Reporting Standards with Pakistan.



“Unspecified jurisdiction” [section 2(73A)]
means a jurisdiction which is not a specified
jurisdiction.

The Act has provided penalty on account of
concealment, non-compliance in filing foreign
income and asset statement as mentioned at page
# 13.

In the past the direct interaction between tax
authorities and taxpayer has given rise to
malpractices which resulted in erosion of taxpayer’s
confidence in tax machinery.
It is expected that this amendment will give boost to
the taxpayer’s confidence in tax collection system
and will raise the standard of tax collection
machinery.

Pre-emptive measures for undervaluation
of immoveable property

Proceedings against malpractices
Section 230G
Section 216A
The Finance Act has prescribed criminal
proceedings against tax authority or officer, official
or other person who willfully and deliberately
commits or omits an act which results in undue
benefits or advantage to the authority or officer or
official or other person.

Fee and service charges
Section 222A
The Finance Act has empowered the Federal
Government to impose, levy, fee and service
charges for valuation or in respect of any other
service or control mechanism provided by any
formation under the control of the Board, including
ventures of public-private partnership.

Avoidance of interaction between officials
and taxpayer
Section 227D
In order to create transparency and minimize the
personal interaction between the tax authority and
taxpayer, the Finance Act has prescribed an
automated impersonal tax regime for low risk and
compliant taxpayers.

The Directorate General of Immoveable property
was established with powers to initiate the
proceedings where he has a reason to believe that
the consideration agreed between the transferor
and the transferee to acquire the immovable
property is less than fair market value of the
property for the purpose of evasion of tax,
concealment of unexplained amount or reduction in
capital gain tax.
The provision of withholding taxes on the sales and
purchase of the immovable property became
inapplicable upon issuance of notification by the
Federal Government.
However, the Finance Act has restored the
application of withholding tax provision on the sales
and purchase of immovable property.
The Finance Act has also deleted the provision of
section 111(4)(c) relating to taxation of differential
amount between the value notified by the Board
and recorded by the authority registering or
attesting the transfer.
The Finance Act has further deleted the provisions
of section 236W relating to payment of tax on
differential amount between the value notified by
the Board and recorded by the authority registering
or attesting the transfer.
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Directorate General of Special Initiative
and Valuation

Salaried individuals
The Finance Act has also revised the tax slabs for
salaried individuals. A new Table has been inserted
which shall be applicable on salaried individual
having income under the head salary exceeding
75% of the taxable income.

Section 230H
The Finance Act has empowered the Board to
appoint the Director General of Special Initiative
and Director General of Valuation through
notification in the official gazette.
The Board may also specify the functions,
jurisdiction and powers of both the Directorates and
their officers.

The maximum slab caters for income exceeding Rs.
75,000,000 with maximum tax rate of 35% whereas
the maximum rate in immediately preceding tax
year was 29%.

FIRST SCHEDULE
Part I Division I

Tax rates enhanced for Individuals and
AOPs

The change in effective incidence of tax liability
under the amendments, when compared with
existing provisions, could be demonstrated as
under:

The Finance Act has revised the tax slabs and
enhanced maximum tax rate to 35% on taxable
income exceeding Rs. 6,000,000 for individuals
(other than salaried person) and AOPs.

Taxable
Income

The change in effective incidence of tax liability
under amendments, when compared with previous
provisions, could be demonstrated as under:
Tax liability
as per
existing rate

Tax liability as
per proposed
rate

400,000

-

-

600,000

1,000

800,000

1,000

1,200,000

Taxable
Income

The minimum limit of income chargeable to tax
under the head salary has been increased to
Rs. 600,000 as compared to Rs. 400,000 in the
immediately preceding tax year.

Result (Saving) /
Burden

Tax liability
as per
existing rate

Tax liability
as per
proposed
rate

Result –
(Saving) /
Burden

500,000

1,000

-

(1,000)

600,000

1,000

-

(1,000)

800,000

1,000

10,000

9,000

1,200,000

2,000

30,000

28,000

1,800,000

30,000

90,000

60,000

2,400,000

60,000

180,000

120,000

-

2,500,000

65,000

195,000

130,000

10,000

9,000

3,500,000

215,000

370,000

155,000

30,000

29,000

4,000,000

290,000

470,000

180,000

2,000

70,000

68,000

4,800,000

450,000

630,000

180,000

2,400,000

60,000

250,000

190,000

5,000,000

490,000

670,000

180,000

3,000,000

150,000

370,000

220,000

8,000,000

1,090,000

1,345,000

255,000

4,000,000

350,000

620,000

270,000

12,000,000

2,090,000

2,345,000

255,000

5,000,000

600,000

920,000

320,000

30,000,000

6,590,000

7,295,000

705,000

11,590,000

13,295,000

1,705,000

17,840,000

21,420,000

3,580,000

6,000,000

890,000

1,220,000

330,000

50,000,000

7,000,000

1,180,000

1,570,000

390,000

75,000,000
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Corporate tax rate

increased to 15%, 17.5% and 20% from 10%,
12.5% and 15% respectively.

Part I Division II
By virtue of amendment through the Finance Act,
2018, the corporate tax rate was to reduce
gradually on annual basis from 29% applicable for
tax year 2019 to 25% applicable for tax year 2023
and onwards.

The Finance Act has further increased the
withholding tax on profit on debt from 10% to 15%.
However, the reduce rate of 10% shall be
applicable on profit of rupees five hundred thousand
or less in a year.

Tax on income from property
The Finance Act has now freezed the tax rate of
29% for tax year 2019 and onwards.

Tax on dividend
Part I Division III

Part I Division VIA
The income from property was previously taxable
under five slabs, the highest being for amount
exceeding Rs. 2,000,000 with tax rate of 20%.

Upto 30 June 2019, the rate of tax on dividend
received from power generation companies was
7.5% whereas the rate of tax on dividend received
from mutual funds was (i) 12.5% if the amount of
dividend was above Rs. 2.5 million and (ii) 10% if
the amount of dividend is less than or equal to
Rs. 2.5 million.

The Finance Act has added three more slabs. The
new slabs are for income exceeding Rs. 4,000,000,
Rs. 6,000,000 and Rs. 8,000,000 with
corresponding tax rates of 25%, 30% and 35%
respectively.

The Finance Act has, however, enforced a uniform
rate of 15% in case of dividend received from
mutual funds. Further, the Finance Act has enacted
a withholding tax rate of 25% on dividend received
from a company where no tax is payable by such
company due to exemption or carry forward of
losses or claim of tax credit. This rate of tax
withholding of 25% may also apply on dividend
received from REIT schemes, although the intention
was to apply the withholding tax rate of 15% as
mentioned in the Salient Features issued with the
Finance Bill.

Section 113 & Part I Division IX

Tax on profit on debt

Part II

Part I Division IIIA

The Finance Act has introduced a new tax rate of
4% on import of pharmaceutical products that are
not otherwise manufactured in Pakistan, as certified
by the Drug Regulatory Authority of Pakistan.

The Finance Act has increased the tax rate on profit
on debt for individuals and association of persons.
The rates for the existing three slabs have been

Minimum tax rate

The Finance Act increased the minimum tax rate on
turnover for the specified sectors. The previous
general rate of 1.25% has also been increased to
1.50%.
Whereas, the special reduced rates for specified
sectors has also been increased from 0.5%, 0.2%
and 0.25% to 0.75%, 0.25% and 0.3%, respectively.

Tax on Imports of pharmaceutical goods
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SECOND SCHEDULE

Reduction in tax rates

New Exemptions

Part II, Clause (24C) & (24D)

Part I, Clause (39A), (61), (66), (99A), (103C) &
(114B)

The Finance Act has reduced the withholding tax
rate on supply of goods in case of dealers and subdealers of sugar, cement and edible oil, as recipient
of the payment to 2.5% of the gross amount of
payments. Furthermore, for such persons the rate
of minimum tax under section 113 would also be
0.25% subject to condition that such persons are
under Active Taxpayers’ List (ATL) both for income
tax and sales tax purposes.



Certain allowances granted to armed forces
were exempt. The Finance Act further
exempted internal security allowance and
compensation in lieu of bearer allowance.



The Finance Act included the following entities
in the list of non-profit organization/ institutions
to whom donations made will be deductible
allowance in the hands of donor:

Reduction in tax liabilities
Part III, Clause (2) & (9)

a) Layton Rahmatullah Benevolent Trust
(LRBT)



b) Akhuwat



The Finance Act further exempted any income
derived by the following institutions:
a) Akhuwat

The aforesaid reduction in tax liability shall not
be available to teachers of medical professions
deriving income from private practice or
receiving share of consideration received from
patient.

b) Audit Oversight Board
c) Patient’s Aid Foundation



The Finance Act has also exempted the profit
and gains from sale of immovable property to a
Rental REIT Scheme till 30 June 2021.



The Finance Act has extended the benefit of
exemption to intercorporate dividend if the
company being a recipient of such dividend is
eligible for group relief even without actually
availing group relief.



The Finance Act has withdrawn the reduction in
tax liability given to full time teachers /
researchers of a government training institution
and has changed the reduction in tax rate from
40% to 25% for the remaining eligible persons
under this clause.



The Finance Act has reduced the tax payable
by 50% on capital gains on first sale of
immovable property by the following original
allottee duly certified by the allotment authority:
a) Ex-servicemen and serving personnel of
Armed Forces; or
b) Ex-employee or serving personnel of
Federal and Provincial Governments.

The Finance Act has exempted capital gains on
first sale of immovable property in the hands of
a seller being dependent of a Shaheed or a
person died in service.
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Exemptions from specific provisions

Now the Finance Act has abolished the said
exemption meaning thereby that all of the
service sector will fall under minimum tax
regime under section 153(1)(b). However, the
rate of withholding tax in such cases has now
been prescribed at 3% through the Finance Act.

Part IV, Clause (43E), (60E), (81), (81A) & (105)



Goods transport contractors were exempted
from tax withholding on supplies provided that
the contractors pay tax @ 2.5% on the
payments for carriage services. The Finance
Act has increased the said tax rate to 3%.



The Finance Act has provided exemption from
advance collection of tax at import stage on
mobile phones brought in personal baggage
under the Baggage Rules, 2006.



The Finance Act has withdrawn the exemptions
granted to manufacturer, distributor, dealer and
wholesaler to provide complete particulars
mentioned in section 165(1)(a) regarding tax
collected from the retailers under section 236H.
Now the said persons will have to provide
complete particulars of the retailers from whom
the tax has been collected while filing bi-annual
statement.





The Finance Act has withdrawn the exemptions
granted to banking companies to provide
complete particulars mentioned in section
165(1)(a) regarding tax collected on profits on
debts and cash withdrawals. Now the banks will
have to provide complete particulars of tax
deducted under section 231A and 151 while
filing bi-annual statement. This step is likely to
increase compliance cost of the banks which is
against slogan of providing ease of doing
business.
Clause (94) was inserted vide Income Tax
(Second Amendment) Act, 2016 wherein
certain specified service sectors were excluded
from minimum tax regime under section 153
(1)(b) subject to certain conditions including
payment of 2% tax on gross amount of total
turnover from all sources.



Through Finance Act, 2018 powers of
Commissioners and Board was restricted with
respect to selection for audit under section 177
and 214C in case of person whose tax affairs
have been audited in any of the preceding 3 tax
years. Now the Finance Act has withdrawn the
said concession meaning thereby the taxpayer
can now be selected for audit in any tax year.
This appears to enhance litigation without any
substantial benefit to the national exchequer as
the cases normally takes a lot of time for final
settlement before the highest judicial forum.

THIRD SCHEDULE
Initial allowance on buildings
Part II, Rule (1)
The Finance Act has done away with the facility of
initial allowance on buildings which was previously
available at 15%.

FOURTH SCHEDULE
Power of commissioner to amend income
disclosed in financial statements
Rule (6E)
Fourth Schedule prescribes rules for computation of
profits and gains of insurance business.
The Finance Act has authorized the Commissioner
to examine and amend the amount of income as
disclosed in the financial statements presented to
the Securities and Exchange Commission of
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Pakistan with respect to commission paid and
claimed for losses.
This amendment will give excessive discretionary
powers to the Commissioner which should have
been subject to some restrictions like prior approval
of the Board etc.

SEVENTH SCHEDULE
Seventh Schedule prescribes rules for computation
of profits and gains of banking companies.







The Finance Act has added the following
explanations:

-

provision for advances and off balance
sheet items allowed, at the rate of 1 percent
or 5 percent, as the case may be, shall be
exclusive of reversals of such provisions;

-

reversal of “bad debts” classified as
“doubtful” or “ loss” are made taxable where
the respective provisions are allowed; and

-

with effect from tax year 2020 and onward;
reversal of “bad debts” classified as “ loss”
are made taxable where the respective
provisions were allowed.

Currently the amount of bad debt classified as
sub-standard under the Prudential Regulations
issued by State Bank of Pakistan shall not be
allowed as expense. The Finance Act extended
this restriction on claim of expenses on bad
debts classified as doubtful. Corresponding
amendment has also been made in provision
relating to claim of provision upon
reclassification of bad-debts by the taxpayer
under Prudential Regulations issued by SBP.
The Finance Act has further included an
explanation that nothing contained in this
Schedule shall be so construed as to restrict
power of the Commissioner to call for record
which he may deem appropriate while

conducting audit of the income tax affairs in
order to examine accounts and records of a
banking company and all the provisions of this
Ordinance shall be applicable accordingly.

Enhanced rate of tax on taxable income
from Federal Government Securities
The Finance Act has inserted a new rule for
enhancing the rate of tax on taxable income from
Federal Government Securities whereby the
taxable income arising from “additional income
earned” from additional investment in Federal
Government Securities for the tax years 2020 and
onwards, shall be taxed at the rate of 37.5% instead
of the corporate tax rate of 35%.
Banking company shall now furnish a certificate
from external auditor along with accounts while
e-filing return of Income certifying the amount of
such money invested in Federal Government
Securities in preceding tax year, additional
investments made for the tax year and net mark-up
earned from such additional investments for the tax
year.
Moreover, the Commissioner may require the
banking company to furnish details of the
investments in Federal Government Securities to
determine the applicability of the enhanced rate of
tax.
The Finance Act has defined the relevant terms as
under:
“Additional income earned" means mark-up income
earned from additional investment in Federal
Government Securities by the bank for the tax year.
“Additional investment” means average investment
made in Federal Government securities by the bank
during the tax year, in addition to the average
investments held during the tax year 2019.
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The taxable income arising from additional
investment under this rule shall be determined
according to the following formula, namely:
Taxable income subject to enhanced rate of tax
= A x B/C
Where-



‘A’ is taxable income of the banking
company;



‘B’ is mark-up income earned from the
additional investment for the tax year; and



‘C’ is total of the mark-up income and non
mark-up income of the banking company as
per accounts.

Exclusion of brought forward losses for
calculation of super tax
The Finance Act has stipulated that brought forward
losses, if any, shall not be excluded from income
computed under this Schedule for the purpose of
section 4B of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001.
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Tax Rate Card
1. Tax rates for salaried individuals
[Division I, Part I]
Where the income of an individual chargeable
under the head “salary” exceeds seventy-five
per cent of his taxable income, the rates of tax
to be applied shall be as set out in the following
Table.
S.No
.

Taxable income

Rate of tax

1.

Where the taxable income does
not exceed Rs. 600,000

0%

2.

Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 600,000 but
does not
exceed Rs. 1,200,000

5% of the
amount
exceeding Rs.
600,000

3.

Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 1,200,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 1,800,000

Rs. 30,000 plus
10% of the
amount
exceeding Rs.
1,200,000

4.

Where taxable income
exceeds Rs. 1,800,000 but
does not exceed Rs.
2,500,000

Rs. 90,000 plus
15% of the amount
exceeding Rs.
1,800,000

5.

Where taxable income
exceeds Rs. 2,500,000 but
does not exceed Rs.
3,500,000

Rs. 195,000 plus
17.5% of the
amount exceeding
Rs. 2,500,000

6.

Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 3,500,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 5,000,000

Rs. 370,000 plus
20% of the amount
exceeding
Rs. 3,500,000

7.

Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 5,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 8,000,000

Rs. 670,000 plus
22.5% of the
amount exceeding
Rs. 5,000,000

8.

Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 8,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 12,000,000

Rs. 1,345,000 plus
25% of the amount
exceeding
Rs.8,000,000

9.

Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 12,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs.30,000,000

Rs. 2,345,000
plus 27.5% of the
amount exceeding
Rs.12,000,000

10.

Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 30,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs.50,000,000

Rs. 7,295,000 plus
30% of the amount
exceeding
Rs. 30,000,000

11.

Where taxable income exceeds
Rs. 50,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs.75,000,000

Rs. 13,295,000
plus 32.5% of the
amount exceeding
Rs. 50,000,000

S.No
.

Taxable income

Rate of tax

12.

Where taxable income exceeds
Rs.75,000,000

Rs. 21,420,000
plus 35% of the
amount exceeding
Rs. 75,000,000

2. Tax rates for individuals (other than
salaried individuals) and Association of
Persons
[Division I, Part I]
The tax rates for individuals and association of
persons have been revised effective from 01
July 2019.
The new tax rates applicable for tax year 2020
are tabulated below:
S.No
.

Taxable income

Rate of tax

1.

Where the taxable income
does not exceed Rs. 400,000

0%

2.

Where the taxable income
exceeds Rs. 400,000 but does
not exceed Rs.600,000

5% of the
amount
exceeding Rs.
400,000

3

Where taxable income
exceeds Rs. 600,000 but does
not exceed Rs. 1,200,000

Rs. 10,000 plus
10% of the
amount
exceeding Rs.
600,000

4.

Where the taxable income
exceeds Rs.1,200,000 but
does not exceed Rs.2,400,000

Rs. 70,000 plus
15% of the
amount
exceeding
Rs.1,200,000

5.

Where the taxable income
exceeds Rs.2,400,000 but
does not exceed Rs.3,000,000

Rs. 250,000 +
20% of the
amount
exceeding
Rs.2,400,000

6.

Where the taxable income
exceeds Rs.3,000,000 but
does not exceed Rs.4,000,000

Rs.370,000 +
25% of the
amount
exceeding
Rs.3,000,000

7.

Where taxable income
exceeds Rs. 4,000,000 but

Rs. 620,000 plus
30% of the
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S.No
.

8.

Taxable income

Rate of tax

does not exceed Rs.
6,000,000

amount
exceeding Rs.
4,000,000

Where taxable income
exceeds Rs. 6,000,000

Rs. 1,220,000
plus 35% of the
amount
exceeding Rs.
6,000,000

6. Rates of Dividend Tax
[Division III, Part I]
S No.

Category

1.

Dividend distributed by independent
Power Purchasers (IPPs) where such
dividend is a pass through item under
an Implementation Agreement or
Power Purchase Agreement or
Energy Purchase Agreement and is
required to be re-imbursed by Central
Power Purchasing Agency (CPPA-G)
or its predecessor or successor
entity.

3. Rates of tax on companies
[Division II, Part I]
The rate of tax on company is 29% for tax year
2019 and onward.

Rate

Dividend received from a mutual fund
and cases other than those in S. No.
1&3
Dividend received from a company
where no tax is payable by such
company due to exemption of income
or carry forward business losses or
claim of tax credits.

2.

3.

Banking Company shall continue to be taxed at
the rate of 35%.

7.5%

15%

25%

4. Tax rate for small compay
7. Rates for Profit on Debt (other than a
company)

[Division II, Part I]
Tax Year

Rate

2019

24%

2020

23%

2021

22%

2022

21%

2023 and onward

20%

[Division IIIA, Part I]
Tax rates applicable on profit on debt derived
by an individual or association of persons are
as follows:
S.No.

5. Super tax

1.

Where profit on debt does not
exceed Rs 5,000,000

2.

Where profit on debt exceeds Rs
5,000,000 but does not exceed Rs
25,000,000

3.

Where profit on debt exceeds Rs
25,000,000 but does not exceed Rs.
36,000,000

[Division IIA, Part I]
Tax
Year

Banking
Company

Person, other than a
banking company,
having income equial to
or exceeding Rs. 500
million

2019

4%

2%

2020

4%

0%

2021

4%

0%

Profit on debt
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8. Tax rates on return on investment in
sukuks for individuals and association
of persons in respect of income from
property

10. Tax rates for individuals and
association of persons in respect of
income from property
[Division VIA, Part I]

[Division IIIB, Part I]
Tax rates on return on investment in sukuks
received by a person from a special purpose
vehicle are as follows:

Tax rates applicable on income from property
derived by an individual or association of
persons are as follows:
S.No

S.No

Category

a)

Company

b)

Individual & AOP if the return on
investment is more than Rs. one
million.

c)

Individual & AOP if the return on
investment is less than Rs. one
million.

Rate
25%
12.5%

Where gross amount of
rent is upto Rs.200,000

Nil

2

Where gross amount of
rent exceeds Rs.
200,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 600,000

5% of the amount
exceeding Rs.
200,000

3

Where gross amount of
rent exceeds Rs.
600,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 1,000,000

Rs.20,000+ 10% of
the amount exceeding
Rs. 600,000

4

Where gross amount of
rent exceeds Rs.
1,000,000 but does not
exceed Rs. 2,000,000

Rs.60,000+ 15% of
the amount exceeding
Rs. 1,000,000

5

Where gross amount of
rent exceeds
Rs.2,000,000 but does
not exceed 4,000,000

Rs.210,000 + 20% of
the amount exceeding
Rs. 2,000,000

6

Where the gross amount
of rent exceeds
Rs.4,000,000 but does
not exceed
Rs.6,000,000.

Rs.610,000 plus 25
per cent of the
gross amount
exceeding
Rs.4,000,000

7

Where the gross amount
of rent exceeds
Rs.6,000,000 but does
not exceed Rs.8,000,000

Rs.1,110,000 plus 30
per cent of the gross
amount exceeding
Rs.6,000,000

8

Where the gross amount
of rent exceeds
Rs.8,000,000

Rs.1,710,000 plus 35
percent of the gross
amount exceeding
Rs.8,000,000”;

[Division IV & V, Part I]
S.No

Category

Rate

a)

Royalty

15%

b)

Fee for technical services

15%

c)

Offshore digital services.

5%

d)

Shipping Income

8%

e)

Air transport Income

3%

Rate

1

10%

9. Tax rates on certain payments / Income
to non-residents.

Category
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11. Capital gains on disposal of securities
[Division VII, Part I]
The new tax rates on capital gain on disposal of listed securities are tabulated below:
S.No.

Period

Tax Year
2015

Tax Year
2016

Tax Year
2017

Tax Years 2018, 2019 and 2020
Secur ities acqui red Secur ities acqui red
before 01.07.2016
after 01.07.2016

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
15%

1

Where holding period of a security is
less than twelve months

12.5%

15%

15%

15%

2

Where holding period of a security is
twelve months or more but less than
twenty-four months

10%

12.5%

12.5%

12.5%

3

Where holding period of a security is
twentyfour months or more but the
security was acquired on or after 1st
July, 2013.

0%

7.5%

7.5%

7.5%

4

Where the security was acquired before
1st July 2013

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

5

Future commodity contracts entered into
by the members of Pakistan Mercantile
Exchange

0%

0%

5%

5%

5%;
and

12. Capital gains on disposal of Immovable
Properties

S.No.
4.

Amount of gain
Where the gain exceeds Rs. 15
million

Rate
20%

[Division VIII, Part I]
The new tax rates on capital gain on disposal of
Immovable Properties are tabulated below:
S.No.

Amount of gain

Rate

1.

Where the gain does not exceed Rs.
5 million

5%

2.

Where the gain exceeds Rs. 5 million
but does not exceed Rs. 10 million

10%

Where the gain exceeds Rs. 10
million but does not exceed Rs. 15
million

15%

3.

13. Minimum tax u/s 113
[Division IX, Part I]
The minimum tax rate on turnover for the
specified sectors have increased as under:
S.No.
1.

-

Person(s)

Rate

Oil marketing companies, Oil
refineries, Sui Southern Gas
Company Limited and Sui
Northern Gas Pipelines Limited
(for the cases where annual

0.75%
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S.No.

Person(s)

Rate

turnover exceeds rupees one
billion.)

2.

-

Pakistani Airlines.

-

Poultry industry including poultry
breeding, broiler production, egg
production and poultry feed
production.

-

Dealers or distributors of fertilizer.

-

Person running an online
marketplace as defined in clause
(38B) of section 2.

-

Distributors of pharmaceutical
products, fast moving consumer
goods and cigarettes;

-

Petroleum agents and distributors
who are registered under the
Sales Tax Act, 1990.

-

Rice mills and dealers

-

Flour mills.

0.25%

3.

Motorcycle dealers registered under
the Sales Tax Act, 1990.

0.30%

4.

In all cases (other than 1 to 3 & 5)

1.5%

5.

Clause (24D) of Part II of the Second
Schedule –

0.25%

Dealers and sub-dealers of sugar,
cement and edible oil, subject to the
condition that the names are
appearing on the ATL issued under
the Sales Tax Act, 1990 and the
Income Tax Ordinance, 2001.
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Withholding Tax Rates Table
Existing and revised
Note: 1: * Person whose name do not appear in the Active Taxpayers List are subject to hundred percent increased withholding tax rates
as prescribed in the First Schedule except for specified exclusions given in the Tenth Schedule..
Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

Revised

Existing

Revised

Ind. & AOP

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

- Industrial undertaking

5.5 / *8

5.5 / *11

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

- Industrial undertaking

1 / *1.5

1 / *2

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

- Person importing
potassic fertilizers in
pursuance of
Economic Committee
of the Cabinet decision
No. ECC –
155/12/2004 dated 9
December 2004.

1 / *1.5

1 / *2

Final

Final

Minimum

Minimum

- Person importing urea

1 / *1.5

1 / *2

Final

Final

Minimum

Minimum

- Person importing gold

1 / *1.5

1 / *2

Final

Final

Minimum

Minimum

- Person importing
cotton

1 / *1.5

1 / *2

Final

Final

Minimum

Minimum

4 / *6

4 / *8

Final

Final

Minimum

Minimum

1 / *1.5

1 / *2

Final

Final

Minimum

Minimum

148

Collection of tax at
Imports

(a)

Value of goods inclusive
of customs duty, FED
and sales tax (if any)
imported by;

importing remeltable
steel (PCT Heading
72.04) & directly
reduced iron for own
use.

- Person importing coal
- Persona importing
LNG.
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

(b)

Revised

Existing

Revised

Ind. & AOP

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

- Person importing
pulses

2 / *3

2 / *4

Final

Final

Minimum

Minimum

- Other companies

5.5 / *8

5.5 / *11

-

Final

-

Minimum

- Other taxpayers

6 / *9

6 / *12

Final

-

Minimum

-

- Industrial undertaking,
importing plastic raw
material (PCT Heading
39.01 to 39.12 )
(company / others)

1.75

1.75 / *3.5

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum

- Commercial importer,
importing plastic raw
material (PCT Heading
39.01 to 39.12 )
(company / others)

4.5

4.5 / *9

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum

- Manufacturer

1 / *1.5

1 / *2

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

- Commercial importers

3 / *4.5

3 / *6

Final

Final

Minimum

Minimum

4.5 / *6.5

4.5 / *9

Final

Final

Minimum

Minimum

-

4 / *8

-

-

Minimum

Minimum

Progressive
rates

Change in
Progressive
rates

Adjustable

N/A

Adjustable

N/A

20

No change

Adjustable

N/A

Adjustable

N/A

7.5

-

Final

Final

-

-

Import by persons
covered under SRO.
1125(I)2011 dated 31
December 2011

(c)

Import of ships by ship
breakers

(d)

Persons importing
finished pharmaceutical
products that are not
manufacture in Pakistan
as certified by DRAP.

149

Salary

Director fee
150

Dividend

(a)

Dividend distributed by
purchaser of a power
project privatized by
WAPDA, company set
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

Revised

Existing

Revised

Ind. & AOP

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

-

7.5 / *15

-

-

Final

Final

up for power generation
and company supplying
coal to power projects.
(b)

Independent Power
Purchasers where such
dividend is a pass
through item under an
Implementation
Agreement or Power
Purchase Agreement or
Energy Purchase
Agreement and is
required to be reimbursed by Central
Power Purchasing
Agency (CPPA-G) or its
predecessor or
successor entity.

(c)

Dividend payment by
other companies

15 / *20

15 / *30

Final

Final /
Adjustable

Final

Final /
Adjustable

(d)

Remittance of after tax
profit by a branch other
than branch of a E&P
companies (subject to
treaty provisions, if
applicable)

15 / *20

15 / *30

Final

Final

Final

Final

(e)

Dividend payment by
Collective Investment
Scheme, REIT Scheme
or mutual fund
12.5

15 / *30

Final

- Ind & AOP

12.5 / *15 /
10 / 7.5

15 / *30

Final

- Company

15 / *25

15 / *30

-

- Stock fund
-

150A

Money market fund,
income fund or REIT
scheme any other
fund

Final

Final

Final

-

Final

Final /
adjustable

-

Final /
adjustable

Return on investment
in sukuk
Special purpose vehicle
or a company shall
deduct tax on the gross
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

amount of return on
investment in sukuk.
- Company
-

Ind & AOP (where the
return is more than
one million)

-

Ind & AOP (where the
return is less than
one million)

Existing

Revised

15 / *17.5

15 / *30

12.5 / *17.5

12.5 / *25

10 / *17.5

10 / *20

Revised

Ind. & AOP

Company

-

Adjustable

Adjustable

-

Adjustable

-

Ind. & AOP

Company

Adjustable
Adjustable

-

Adjustable

-

151

Profit on debt

(a)

Yield on an account,
deposit or a certificate
under the National
Savings Scheme or Post
office saving account

10 / *17.5
(subject to
condition)

15 / *30
(subject to
condition)

Final /
Adjustable

Adjustable

Final/
Adjustable

Adjustable

(b)

Profit on a debt, being
an account or deposit
maintained with a
banking company or a
financial institution

10 / *17.5
(subject to
condition)

15 / *30
(subject to
condition)

Final /
Adjustable

Adjustable

Final /
Adjustable

Adjustable

(c)

Profit on any security by
Federal Government
issued, a Provincial
Government or a local
Government other than
profit on National Saving
Scheme or Post Office
Saving account to any
person

10 / *17.5
(subject to
condition)

15 / *30
(subject to
condition)

Final /
Adjustable

Adjustable

Final /
Adjustable

Adjustable

(d)

Profit on any bond,
certificate, debenture,
security or instrument of
any kind (excluding loan
agreement between a
borrower and a banking
company or a
development finance
institution) issued by a
banking company, a
financial institution,
company as defined in
the Companies
Ordinance, 1984 and a
body corporate formed
by or under any law for
the time being in force,

10 / *17.5
(subject to
condition)

15 / *30
(subject to
condition)

Final /
Adjustable

Adjustable

Final /
Adjustable

Adjustable
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

Revised

Existing

Revised

Ind. & AOP

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

15

15 / *30

Final

Final

Final

Final

to any person other than
a financial institution
152

Payments to nonresidents

(a)

Royalty and technical
fee

(b)

Execution of a contract
or sub-contract under
the construction,
assembly or installation
project in Pakistan
including a contract for
the supply of supervisory
activities in relation to
such projects or any
other contract for
construction or services
rendered relating thereto

7 / *13

7

Final subject
to option

Final subject to
option

Minimum

Minimum

(c)

Contract for
advertisement services
rendered by TV Satellite
channel

7 / *13

7

Final subject
to option

Final subject to
option

Minimum

Minimum

(d)

Insurance premium or
re-insurance premium

5

5 / *10

Final

Final

Minimum

Minimum

(e)

Advertisement services
relaying from outside
Pakistan

10

No change

Final

Final

Final

Final

(f)

Profit on debt to nonresident person not
having a PE in Pakistan

10

No Change

Adjustable /
Final in
specified
situations

Adjustable /
Final in
specified
situations

Adjustable /
Final in
specified
situations

Adjustable /
Final in
specified
situations

(g)

Fee for offshore digital
services

5

No Change

Final

Final

Final

Final

(h)

Other payments

20

20 / *40

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

152(2A)

Payments to PE of a
non-resident

(a)

Sale of goods
4 / *7

4

-

Adjustable

-

Adjustable

- Company
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

Revised

Existing

Revised

Ind. & AOP

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

4.5 / *7.75

4.5

Adjustable

-

Adjustable

-

2

2 / *4

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum

8 / *14

8 / *16

-

Minimum

-

Minimum

- Other than company

10 / *17.5

10 / *20

Minimum

-

Minimum

-

(d)

Execution of a contract

7 / *13

7 / *14

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

(e)
152A

Sports Person
Payments for foreign
produced commercials

10

10 / *20

Adjustable

-

Adjustable

-

Payment to non-resident
person directly to
through an agent for
foreign produced
commercial for
advertisement.

20

20 / *40

Final

Final

Final

Final

1.5

1.5 / *3

Final /
Adjustable
subject to
conditions

Final /
(Adjustable for
manufacturer /
listed
company)

Minimum /
Adjustable
subject to
conditions

Minimum / (not
minimum for
manufacturer /
listed company)

-

-

Minimum /
Adjustable
subject to
conditions

Minimum /
Adjustable
subject to
conditions

- Other than company
(b)

Transport services

(c)

Other services
- Company

153

Goods, services and
execution of a contract

(a)

Sales of rice, cotton
seed or edible oils

(b)

Dealers and sub-dealers
of sugar, cement and
edible oil.

-

0.25

(c)

Sales of fast moving
consumer goods by the
distributors, in the case
of;

2

2 / *4
-

Final /
Adjustable
subject to
conditions

-

Minimum / not
minimum
subject to
conditions

- Company
- Other tax payers

(d)

Sale of any other goods
in the case of;
- Company

2.5

2.5 / *5

4 / *8

4 / *8

Final /
Adjustable
subject to
conditions

-

-

Final /
Adjustable for
manufacturer /
listed company

Minimum /
Adjustable
subject to
conditions

-
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-

Minimum / not
minimum for
manufacturer /
listed company
subject to
conditions

Finance Act, 2019

Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

Existing

Revised

Ind. & AOP

Revised

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

subject to
conditions
- Other tax payers

4.5 / *9

4.5 / *9

Final

-

Minimum

-

(e)

Transport services

2

3 / *6

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum

(f)

Freight forwarding
services, air cargo
services, courier
services, manpower
outsourcing services,
hotel services, security
guard services, software
development services,
IT services and IT
enabled services as
defined in clause (133)
of Part I of the Second
Schedule, tracking
services, advertising
services (other than by
print or electronic
media), share registrar
services, engineering
services, car rental
services, building
maintenance services,
services rendered by
Pakistan Stock
Exchange Limited and
Pakistan Mercantile
Exchange Limited
inspection, certification,
testing and training
services
- Company

8 / *14.5

3 / *6

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum

- Other tax payers

10 / *17.5

3 / *6

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum

Minimum

- Company

8 / *14.5

8 / *16

-

Minimum

-

Minimum

- Other tax payers

10 / *17.5

10 / *20

Minimum

-

Minimum

-

(g)

Other services in the
case of:
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

(h)

Existing

Revised

1.5 / *12

1.5 / *3

1.5 / *15

1.5 / *3

Ind. & AOP

Revised

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

Electronic and print
media for advertisement
services in the case of;
Final

Minimum

- Company
- Other tax payers

(i)

Final

Execution of a contract
in the case of;

-

Minimum

-

Final /
Adjustable for
listed company
/ subject to
conditions

-

Minimum /
Adjustable for
listed company
/ subject to
conditions

7 / *14

7 / *14

-

7.5 / *15

7.5 / *15

Final

-

Minimum

-

- Sports person

10

10 / *20

Final

-

Minimum

-

(j)

Deduction by exporter or
an export house on
payment for rendering of
certain services

1

1 / *2

Final /
Adjustable
subject to
conditions

Final /
Adjustable
subject to
conditions

Minimum /
Adjustable
subject to
conditions

Minimum /
Adjustable
subject to
conditions

153B

Royalty
-

15 / *30

-

-

Adjustable

Adjustable

- Company

- Other tax payer

Royalty paid to resident
person
154

Exports

(a)

Export proceeds,
proceeds from sales of
goods to an exporter
under an inland back-toback letter of credit or
any other arrangement,
export of goods by an
industrial undertaking
located in an Export
Processing Zone,
Collection by a collector
of customs at the time of
clearing of goods
exported

1

No change

Final

Final

Final

Final

(b)

Indenting commission

5

No change

Final

Final

Final

Final
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

155

Existing

Revised

Ind. & AOP

15 / *17.5

15%

Progressive
rates

Progressive
rates

Adjustable

Revised

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

Income from Property
Annual rent of
immovable property
including rent of furniture
and fixtures and amounts
for services relating to
such property
- In the case of
company
- In the case of other tax
payers

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

156

Prizes and winnings

(a)

Amount of prize bond
winning.

15 / *25

15 / *30

Final

Final

Final

Final

(b)

Prize on cross-word
puzzle.

15 / 25

15 / *30

Final

Final

Final

Final

(c)

Amount of raffle/lottery
winning, prize on
winning a quiz, prize
offered by a company for
promotion of sales

20

20 / *40

Final

Final

Final

Final

156A

Petroleum products
12 / *17.5

12 / *24

Final

Final

Final

Final

Average rate
of preceding
three years

No Change

Adjustable

N/A

Adjustable

N/A

*0.6 of the
amount
withdrawn

*0.6 of the
amount
withdrawn

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Commission and
discount to petrol pump
operators
156B

Withdrawal of balance
under pension fund
Withdrawal of amount
before the retirement
age or it is in excess of
50% of the accumulated
balance at or after the
retirement age.

231A

Cash withdrawal
Cash withdrawal
exceeding Rs 50,000
from all bank accounts in
a single day.
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

231AA

231B

Revised

Existing

Revised

Ind. & AOP

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

Sale against cash of any
instrument including
Demand Draft, Payment
Order, Online Transfer,
Telegraphic Transfer,
CDR, STDR, RTC
exceeding Rs. 25,000 in
a day.

*0.6 of the
transaction

*0.6 of the
transaction

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Advance tax on private
motor vehicle

Varying
slabs

* Varying
slabs

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

4

No change

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Transactions in banks

- On registration of
motor vehicle.
- On transfer of
registration or
ownership of a private
motor vehicle.
- On sale of motor
vehicle.
Leasing company or a
Schedule bank or an
investment bank or a
DFI or a Modaraba shall
at the time of leasing of
motor vehicle to non-filer
collect advance tax.
233

Brokerage &
Commission

(a)

Commission to
advertisement agent

10 / *15

10 / *20

Final

Final

Minimum

Minimum

(b)

Life Insurance Agent
where commission is
less than Rs. 0.5 million
per annum

8 / *16

8 / *16

Final

Final

Minimum

Minimum

(c)

Payment of brokerage
and commission

12 / *15

12 / *24

Final

Final

Minimum

Minimum
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

233A

Collection of tax by
stock exchange

(a)

On purchase of shares,
in lieu of commission of
the Member

(b)

On Sale of shares, in
lieu of commission of the
Member

233AA

Collection of tax by
NCCPL
On margin financing,
trading financiers and
lenders

234

Revised

Ind. & AOP

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

0.02 of
purchase
value

Omitted

-

-

-

-

0.02 of sale
value

Omitted

-

-

-

-

10

No change

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Varying
rates

* Varying
rates

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

4 / *6

4 / *8

Final

Final

Minimum

Minimum

Slab rates

No change

Minimum

Adjustable

Minimum

Adjustable

5 /12

No change

Minimum /
Adjustable
subject to
conditions

Adjustable

Minimum /
Adjustable
subject to
conditions

Adjustable

7.5

No change

Adjustable

-

Adjustable

-

Re. 1 per
unit of

No change

Nonadjustable

Non-adjustable

Nonadjustable

Non-adjustable

CNG stations
On amount of gas &
electricity bill

235

Electricity
consumption

(a)

Electricity bill upto
Rs 20,000.

(b)

On electricity bill
exceeding
Rs 20,000
(Industrial consumer /
commercial consumer)

235A

Domestic electricity
consumption
On electricity bill
exceeding
Rs 75,000

235B

Existing

Tax on motor vehicle
Registered laden weight/
Seating capacity/
Engine capacity

234A

Revised

Tax on steel melters,
composite unit etc.
On electricity bill of steel
melters, and composite
steel units.
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

Existing

Revised

Revised

Ind. & AOP

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

10

No change

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

electricity
consumed
236

Telephone & internet
bill

(a)

Telephone bill exceeding
Rs 1,000

(b)

Subscriber of internet
and prepaid internet
card or sale of units
through any electronic
medium or whatever
form

12.5

No change

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

(c)

Mobile telephone and
prepaid card for
telephones or sale of
units through any
electronic medium or
whatever form

12.5

No change

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

236A

Sale by auction /
tender
Gross sale price of the
property

10 / *15

10 / *20

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Lease of right to collect
toll

10 / *15

10 / *20

Final

Final

Final

Final

5

No change

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

1 / *2

1 / *2

Adjustable /
minimum

Adjustable /
minimum

Adjustable /
minimum

Adjustable /
minimum

5
/ 5,000 /
10,000 /
20,000

5
/ 5,000 /
10,000 /
20,000

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

236B

Purchase of air ticket
On gross amount of
purchase of domestic air
ticket

236C

Sale or transfer of
immovable property
On gross amount of
consideration, where the
holding period is less
than five years.

236D

Advance tax on
functions and
gatherings
On total amount of bill of
arranging or holding a
function including
payment of food, service
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

Existing

Revised

whichever is
higher

whichever is
higher

Ind. & AOP

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

- On issuance or
renewal of license for
distribution services in
case of cable operator.

Varying
amount

No change

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

- On issuance or
renewal of license for
distribution services in
case of IPTV, FM
Radio, MMDS, Mobile
TV, Satellite TV etc.

20% of
permission
or renewal
fee

No change

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

- Permission or renewal
fee from every TV
Channel on which
foreign TV drama
serial or a play in any
language, other than
English, is screened or
viewed.

50% of
permission
or renewal
fee

No change

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

- Fertilizer

0.7 / *1.4

0.7 / *1.4

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

- Other than fertilizer

0.1 / *0.2

0.1 / *0.2

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

1 / *1

1 / *2

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

0.5 / *1

0.5 / *1

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

or facility located in
certain areas.
236F

236G

236H

Advance tax on cable
operators and other
electronic media.

Advance tax on sales
of specified goods to
distributors, dealers
and wholesalers

Advance tax on sales
of specified goods to
retailers or wholesaler
- Electronics
- Others

236HA

Revised

Advance tax on sale of
certain petroleum
products
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

Existing

Revised

Ind. & AOP

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

0.5 / *1

0.5 / *1

Final

Final

Final

Final

5

No change

Adjustable

-

Adjustable

-

Varying
amount

Varying
amount

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

On purchaser or
transferee for registering
or attesting transfer of
any immovable property.

2 / *4
(*subject to
the date
notified by
the Board)

1 / *2
(of the FMV)

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

On collection of
payments in installments

2 / *4
(*subject to
the date
notified by
the Board)

1 / *2
(of the FMV)

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Rs. 16,000 /
Rs. 12,000
per person

No Change

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

0.6

0.6

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

On sale of petroleum
products to petrol pump
operator or distributer
236I

Collection of advance
tax by educational
institutions
On amount of fee
exceeding Rs. 200,000

236J

Advance tax on
issuance or renewal of
license to dealers,
commission agents
and arhatis etc.

236K

Advance tax on
purchase of
immovable property

236L

Advance tax on
purchase of
international air ticket
On sale of international
air ticket for first /
executive class.
(First class / others
excluding economy
class)

236P

Revised

Advance tax on
banking transactions
otherwise than
through cash
Advance tax from non –
filer on specified banking
transactions where the
sum of these
transactions from all
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

Revised

Existing

Revised

Ind. & AOP

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

10

No Change

Final

Final

Final

Final

10

No Change

Final

Final

Final

Final

5

No Change

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

bank accounts exceeds
Rs. 50,000 in a day.
236Q

Payment to residents
for use of machinery
and equipment
-

-

Payment to resident
person for use or
right to use
industrial,
commercial and
scientific equipment
Payment to
resident person on
account of rent of
machinery

236R

Collection of advance
tax on education
related expenses
remitted abroad

236S

Dividend in Specie

(a)

Dividend distributed by
purchaser of a power
project privatized by
WAPDA and company
set up for power
generation.

7.5

-

Final

Final

-

-

(b)

Independent Power
Purchasers where such
dividend is a pass
through item under an
Implementation
Agreement or Power
Purchase Agreement or
Energy Purchase
Agreement and is
required to be reimbursed by Central
Power Purchasing
Agency (CPPA-G) ore
its predecessor or
successor entity.

-

7.5 / *15

-

-

Final

Final

(c)

Dividend payment by
other companies

15 / *20

15 / *30

Final

Final /
Adjustable

Final

Final /
Adjustable

(d)

Remittance of after tax
profit by a branch other

15 / *20

15 / *30

Final

Final

Final

Final
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

Revised

Existing

Revised

Ind. & AOP

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

12.5

15 / *30

Final

- Ind & AOP

12.5 /10 / 15
/ 7.5

15 / *30

Final

- Company

25

15 / *30

-

Final /
adjustable

-

Final /
adjustable

- General Insurance
premium

4

No change

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

- Life insurance
premium if exceeding
Rs. 0.3 million per
annum.

1

No change

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

5

5

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

3

Omitted

-

-

-

-

than branch of a E&P
companies (subject to
treaty provisions, if
applicable)
(e)

Dividend payment by
Collective Investment
Scheme, REIT Scheme
or mutual fund
- Stock fund
-

236U

236V

Money market fund,
income fund or REIT
scheme any other
fund

Final

Final

-

Final

Collection of tax on
insurance premium
from persons who are
not appearing in Active
Taxpayers List

Collection of tax on
extraction of minerals
Advance tax collection
on value of minerals
from persons who are
not appearing in Active
Taxpayers List

236W

Final

Collection of tax on
purchase or transfer of
immovable property
- Every person
responsible for
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Sec.

Type of Payment

Rate %

STATUS OF TAX COLLECTED / DEDUCTED
Existing

Revised

Existing

Revised

Ind. & AOP

Company

Ind. & AOP

Company

5

No change

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

1 / *3

1 / *2

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

registering, recording
or attesting transfer
shall collect advance
tax of the value
computed with
reference to section
111(4).
236X

Advance tax on
tobacco
Pakistan Tobacco Board
or its contractor at the
time of collecting cess
on tobacco shall collect
tax on purchase value of
tobacco.

236Y

Advance tax on person
remitting amounts
through credit, debit or
prepaid cards
Every banking company
on transfer of sum
remitted outside
Pakistan.
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Sales Tax Act, 1990
General Note

Value of supply

The standard rate of sales tax at 17% will continue to
apply. However, certain austerity steps have been
made for ease of doing business and revenue
collection in order to stabilize the economy.

Clauses (f), Section 2(46)

The Government with the budgetary amendments
aims to eradicate the culture of frequent issuance of
Sales Tax General Orders / Notifications in order to
avoid corresponding disputes / litigations.

The Act substitutes the clause (f) of Section 2(46)
relating to valuation of supply of goods under toll
manufacturing arrangement. By virtue of the
amendment, the value of goods manufactured which
belong to another person, shall be the actual
consideration received for the manufacturer for the
value addition carried out in relation to such
processed goods.

Definition of cottage industry



does not have an industrial, gas or electricity
connection;



is located in a residential area;

New clauses (h) and (i) have been inserted to
describe the values in case of supply of electric
power by IPPs and power and gas distribution
companies. The values to be taken for sales tax are
in line with the existing industry practices within IPPs
and DISCOs. Yet, the insertions have been made in
the backdrop of rescindment of special procedures
rules, as applicable under Sales Tax Special
Procedure Rules, 2007, vide SRO.694(I)/2019, dated
29 June 2019.



does not have a total labour force of more than
ten workers; and

Sales tax based on production capacity and
fixed basis



annual turnover from all supplies does not
exceed three million rupees.

Section 3(1B) read with Tenth Schedule

Clause (5AB) of Section 2
The Act has redefined the term “cottage industry” to
mean a manufacturing concern which:

Previously, the threshold for “cottage industry” was
annual turnover upto ten million rupees and annual
utility bills upto eight hundred thousand rupees.
Through Finance Bill the turnover threshold was
proposed at two million rupees, which is now
enhanced to three million rupees.
The new definition aims to curtail the misuse of
exemption threshold within the manufacturing
concerns, as provided under the umbrella of “cottage
industry” and to eventually increase tax revenue.

Previously, the Federal Board of Revenue (Board)
had the power to levy and collect Sales Tax on the
basis of production capacity of plants, machinery or
on fixed basis.
The said power of the Board has been withdrawn
with the enactment of Tenth Schedule to the Sales
Tax Act, 1990, which specifies the goods on which
the sales tax shall be charged on the basis of
production capacity or on any fixed basis.
The Tenth Schedule so enacted provides for fixed
sales tax rates for bricks ranging from Rs. 7,500/- per
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month to Rs. 12,500/- per month according to regions
or areas mentioned therein.

The compliance date for disclosure of NIC or NTN on
the face of sales tax invoice shall be effective from 01
August 2019 and onwards.

Input tax credit not allowed
Clause (m) of Section 8(1)
Section 8 of Sales Tax Act comprises a list of input
goods and services on which input tax credit is not
admissible. The Act substitutes Clause (m), as
related with imported scrap of compressors, which
now provides that input goods attributable to the
supplies made to unregistered person shall not be
allowed on pro-rata basis for which sales invoices do
not bear the NIC number or NTN of the unregistered
buyer.
The option of NTN was not proposed in the Bill,
which raised concerns for large number of registered
persons particularly those involved in wholesale or
retail trading. The provision relating to invoicing is
also aligned with this amendment, as per succeeding
paragraphs.

A new proviso is also added after Clause (g) of
Section 23(1), which provides immunity to the
registered person issuing tax invoice from any tax
liability or imposition of penalty, in case it is
subsequently proved that CNIC provided by the
purchaser was not correct and sale was made in
good faith.
The above amendments were not part of the Bill,
however only the requirement of mentioning NIC of
the unregistered person was proposed as mandatory
disclosure on the tax invoice. This implies that the
legislator has attempted to rationalize the provisions
in the interest of trade and business.
Besides above, the Act requires disclosure of count,
denier and construction in case of textile yarn and
fabric on the face of tax invoice.

Threshold of adjustable input tax
Tax invoice
Section 8B(6)
Clauses (b), (d) and (g) of Section 23(1)
The amendment allows the registered persons to
issue invoices in Urdu or English language. The Act
also substitutes Clause (b) to mandatorily disclose
name, address and registration number of the
recipient alongwith NIC or NTN of the unregistered
person, with exception of a retailer where transaction
value inclusive of sales tax does not exceed
Rs.50,000, provided sale is made to an ordinary
consumer.

The Act inserts a new provision for Tier-1 retailer who
fails to integrate the retail outlet in prescribed manner
to reduce adjustable input tax by 15% for a tax
period.
Further, the proposed amendment in the Bill to
empower the Board to relax the maximum limit of
input tax adjustment from 90 percent to 95 percent of
the output tax in a tax period, has not been enacted
under the Act.

An Explanation is also inserted to describe the term
‘ordinary consumer’, which means a person who is
buying goods for his own consumption and not for resale or processing.
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Withdrawal of Rule for conducting Audit
once in three year and parameters for
selection of audit by the Board

Penalty on non-filing or late-filing of return
enhanced
Sr. No.1 of the Table to Section 33

Third proviso to Section 25(2) and Section 72B(1A)
Through Finance Act, 2018 a proviso was inserted to
clarify that routine audit of sales tax records shall be
conducted only once in every three years. The Act
omits this proviso, to do away the relaxation which
implies that officer of Inland Revenue may conduct
audit every year.
Selection of persons for audit of sales tax affairs is
currently made through computer balloting by the
Board which may either be random or parametric as
per discretion of the Board. The Act provides that the
parameters of selection shall be kept confidential by
the Board.

Revision of sales tax return without
Commissioner’s approval
Proviso to Section 26(3)
Previously, the registered persons were allowed to
revise their sales tax returns to correct any omission
or wrong declaration within 180 days of the filing of
return subject to the approval of the concerned
Commissioner Inland Revenue.
The Act enacts a new proviso to waive off the
requirement of approval of Commissioner Inland
Revenue where the revised return is filed within 60
days of the filing of return subject to the condition that
the tax payable / (refundable) in the revised return is
more/(less) respectively than the amount in the
original return.

The rate of penalty on failure to furnish a return with
due date is Rs.5,000 provided that in case a person
files a return with 10 days of the due date, the penalty
of Rs.100 per day of default is applicable. The Act
enhances the lump sum penalty from Rs.5,000 to
Rs.10,000 and per day penalty from Rs.100 per day
to Rs.200 per day.

Proceedings against authorities committing
financial malpractices
Section 33A
In order to effectively check misuse of authority to
gain financial benefit, a new enabling provision has
been enacted, to empower the Board to prescribe
rules for initiating criminal proceedings against
officers and officials of the Board who deliberately
commit acts or fail to act for personal benefits.
The Bill proposed to empower the Board to
simultaneously get the criminal proceedings initiated
against the taxpayer, however Finance Act relieves
the taxpayers from such criminal proceeding.

Decreasing the legislative burden of Federal
Government / Cabinet
Proviso to Clause (33) and Clause (43) of Section 2,
Sections 3(3A), 7(3), 8(6), 37B(13), 67(12), and 71(1)
Sales tax and Federal Excise laws have been
scrutinized to assign powers for procedural matters to
the Board instead of Federal Government. Yet, the
substantive powers are likely to remain with the
Federal Government. Accordingly, the words ‘Board,
with approval of the Federal Minister-in-charge’ have
inter-alia been substituted in place of the words
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‘Federal Government’ under various provisions of
Sales Tax Act.

Fee and Service charges for valuation
Section 76

Alternative Dispute Resolution
Clause (ii)(a) of Section 47A(2)
Qualification criteria is provided for appointment of
ADR Committee for the private sector members of
the ADR Committee under Section 47A(2) of Sales
Tax Act. Finance Act substitutes Clause (ii)(a)
thereof to clarify that the advocates having more than
10 years’ experience in the field of taxation will be
considered for appointment, besides inclusion of cost
& management accountants to act on ADR panel.

Liability for payment of tax in case of private
companies or business enterprises
Section 58
The Act substitutes the provision of Section 58, which
describes the liability towards arrears of sales tax, of
the owner, partner, director or shareholder of any
private company or business enterprise in the event
of winding up. Now, the shareholder owning not less
than 10% of the paid up capital is also held jointly
and severally liable for payment of arrears of tax.
Further, legal coverage is provided to the director or
partner or shareholder who discharges the sales tax
liability in the event of winding up of the company to
recover the tax so paid from the company or their
counter-part directors or partners, or other
shareholders (owning not less than 10% if the paid
up capital), as the case maybe.

Finance Act enacts an enabling provision which
provides authority to the Federal Government to
impose/levy fee and service charges for valuation in
respect of any goods or services at such rates as
may be notified. This insertion was not proposed in
Finance Bill.

Sales tax on steel industry
Sr. No. 153 in Table I of Sixth Schedule
The taxation regime for steel melters, re-rollers and
ship breakers was previously governed vide Chapter
XI of the Sales Tax Special Procedures Rules, 2007.
Under this regime, which now stands abolished vide
rescindment of the afore-mentioned Rules vide
notification SRO.694(I)/2019, dated 29 June 2019,
the following rates of sales tax were applicable:
(a) Steel product manufacturers were required to pay
sales tax at the rate of PKR 13 per unit of the
electricity consumed.
(b) On import of scrap, fixed sales tax at the rate of
PKR 5,600 per metric ton was payable.
(c) Apart from few specified items, no input tax
adjustment was available, including input tax on
import of scrap of compressors.
The Act provides exemption of sales tax on import
and supplies of steel billets, ingots, ship plates, bars
and other long re-rolled profiles, by inserting Sr. No.
153 in Table I of Sixth Schedule to the Sales Tax Act.
Simultaneously, the products of steel and ship
breaking sectors have been subject to levy of FED at
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the rate of 17%, which is applicable in sales tax
mode.

export oriented sectors through various sales tax
general orders has also been withdrawn.

Further, through notification SRO.697(I)/2019, dated
29 June 2019, as applicable w.e.f. 01 July 2019, the
Board has fixed minimum values of locally produced
steel products for charging and payment of sales tax
on ad valorem basis at the following rates:

Taxation of retailers

Description of goods

Value in
Rupees per
metric ton

Steel Bars

83,000

Steel Billets

74,000

Steel Ingots/bala

72,000

Ship plates

72,000

Other re-rollable iron & steel scrap

47,000

In case of sale value of above products is higher than
the prescribed fixed values, the sales tax liability will
be discharged on actual sale value.

Five export sectors dealt under SRO
1125(I)/2011 brought under normal sales tax
regime
Notification SRO.694(I)/2019, dated 29 June 2019
SRO.1125(I)/2011 was applicable for five export
oriented sectors namely textile, leather, carpets,
sports goods and surgical goods, whereby zero
rating of sales tax was applicable on local/imported
goods used as industrial inputs and supplies were
also dealt at reduced rate to consumers/retailers.
This zero-rating facility to these sectors stands
withdrawn by rescindment of SRO.1125 vide
captioned notification w.e.f. 01 July 2019.
Thus, sales tax will be applicable on imports and
local supplies of the taxable goods by these sectors
at standard rate of 17%. Moreover, zero-rating of
utilities (gas, electricity and fuels) allowed to these

Sub-clause (e) of Clause (43A) of Section 2, Sections
3(9) & 3(9A) and Sr.No. 66 of Eighth Schedule
The Act redefines Tier-1 retailer to include a retailer,
having shop measuring one thousand square feet in
area or more.
Further, the Act withdraws the option for Tier-1
retailer to pay the sales tax under turnover regime at
the rate of 2%. Further, the Act enhances the rate of
sales in Eighth Schedule from 6% to 14% on supplies
of finished articles of textile, textile made-ups,
leather, and artificial leather supplied by Tier-1
retailer, subject to the condition that minimum value
addition of 4% during the last six months have been
maintained.
Additionally, the customers of a Tier-1 retailer are to
be incentivized by entitling a cash back of up to five
percent (5%) of the tax involved, however, the Rules
are yet to be enacted by the Board.
Board is also vested with power to require the Tier-1
retailers to integrate their retails outlets with the
Board’s computerized system for real-time reporting
of sales.
Previously, the suppliers of electricity to other than
Tier-1 retailer were allowed to adjust their input tax
against sales tax collected form such retailers. The
Act also restricts such adjustment and the electricity
supplier is required to deposit the whole amount of
sales tax so collected.
A proviso has also been added under Section 3(9),
which empowers the relevant Commissioner of Inland
Revenue to issue order to the electricity supplier for
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not charging sales tax in bills, who is either a Tier-1
retailer, or not a retailer.

blacks, cellulose lacquers and polishes sold in
retail packing

Transposition of extra tax regime into retail
price regime



Lubricating oils, brake fluids, transmission fluid,
and other vehicular fluids sold in retail packing.

Sr. No. 38 to 49 of the Third Schedule



Storage batteries excluding those sold to
automotive manufacturers or assemblers



Tyres and tubes excluding those sold to
automotive manufacturers or assemblers



Auto parts, in retail packing, excluding those sold
to automotive manufacturers or assemblers.



Tiles



Biscuits in retail packing with brand name.

Under Chapter XIII of the Sales Tax Special
Procedures Rules, 2007, a wide range of electrical
and other goods were subject to levy of extra sales
tax at the rate of 2% in addition to the standard sales
tax payable by the manufacturer. Whereas, Third
Schedule to the Sales Tax Act, specifies the items on
which the amount of sales tax payable on retail price
basis, and such retail price is required to be legibly,
prominently and indelibly printed or embossed by the
manufacturer on each article.
The Act inter-alia inserts the entries of taxable goods
in Third Schedule, which were subject to extra tax
regime under Chapter XIII of the Sales Tax Special
Procedures Rules, 2007, which stands rescinded
vide SRO.694(I)/2019, dated 29 June 2019.
Resultantly, extra tax on these items will be abolished
and the manufacturers will be required to adhere with
the requirements of schedule ibid. The list of items
are given below:



Household electrical goods, including air
conditioners, refrigerators, deep freezers,
televisions, recorders and players, electric bulbs,
tube-lights, electric fans, electric irons, washing
machines and telephone sets.



Household gas appliances, including cooking
range, ovens, geysers and gas heaters.



Foam or spring mattresses and other foam
products for household use.

Whereas, following new items have been included
under Third Schedule for taxation on retail price
basis:



Motorcycles



Auto rickshaws



Foam or spring mattresses and other foam
products for household use.

Further, arms and ammunition, which were subject to
extra tax regime previously, have not been subjected
to sales tax under retail price regime, as such goods
shall be subject to sales tax under normal regime.

Exemptions withdrawn
Sixth and Eight Schedules



Paints, distempers, enamels, pigments, colors,
varnishes, gums, resins, dyes, glazes, thinners,

Exemptions under the Sixth Schedule on following
items have been withdrawn and sales tax at reduced
rates will apply under Eighth Schedule.
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Description of goods

Existing
Rate

Revised Rate

Cereal and products of milling
industry except wheat and
meslin flour if sold in retail
packing under brand name or
trade mark

Exempt

10%

Silver in unworked condition

Exempt

Gold in unworked condition

Exempt

1%

Milk and cream not
concentrated nor containing
added sugar or other
sweetening matter if sold in
retail packing under brand name
or trade mark

Exempt

10%

Fat filled milk if sold in retail
packing under brand name or
trade mark

Exempt

10%

Ginned cotton

Exempt

10%

Vessels for breaking-up

Exempt

17%

Sixth Schedule

1%

SRO 1212(I)/2018 dated 05 October 2018 was
issued whereby FATA/PATA has been exempted
from sales tax on supplies made till 30 June 2023.
The above exemption will now govern through Sixth
Schedule along with new exemptions on import of
plant, machinery, equipment for installation in tribal
areas and supply of electricity to tribal areas.
These sales tax exemptions are tabulated below.

Previously, electricity / natural gas supplied to
hospitals run by Federal / Provincial Government
or charitable operating hospitals of fifty beds or
more, teaching hospitals of statutory universities
of two hundred beds or more was exempt from
sales tax.
The Act withdraws the said exemption and
accordingly same is chargeable to sales tax at
17%



Exemption of supplies and imports for
FATA/PATA under Sixth Schedule

Frozen and similar products of poultry meat/meat
offal/ meat of all types/ fish were exempt from
sales tax.
The Bill proposed to withdraw the said exemption
on products which are sold in retail packing under
a brand name or trademark. However, the said
change has not been approved in the Act.

Description of goods /
Conditions

PCT Heading

(a) Supplies; and

Respective

(b) imports of plant, machinery,
equipment for installation in
tribal areas and of industrial
inputs by the industries located
in the tribal areas, as defined in
the Constitution of Islamic
Republic of Pakistan as made
till 30 June 2023 to which the
provisions of the Act or the
notifications issued, thereunder,
would have not applied had
Article 247 of the Constitution
not been omitted under the
Constitution (Twenty-fifth
Amendment) Act, 2018

heading

Provided that, in case of
imports, the same shall be
allowed clearance by the
Customs authorities on
presentation of a post-dated
cheque for the amount of sales
tax payable under the Sales Tax
Act, 1990 and the same shall be
returned to the importer after
presentation of a consumption
or installation certificate, as the
case may be, in respect of
goods imported as issued by the
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Description of goods /
Conditions

PCT Heading

Commissioner Inland Revenue
having jurisdiction:

Reduced rates withdrawn

Provided further that if plant,
machinery and equipment on
which exemption is availed
under this serial number is
transferred or supplied outside
the tribal areas, the tax
exempted shall be paid at
applicable rate on residual value
Supplies of electricity, as made
from the day of assent to the
Constitution (Twenty-fifth
Amendment) Act, 2018 till 30
June, 2023 to all residential and
commercial consumers in tribal
areas and to such industries in
the tribal areas which were set
and started their industrial
production before 31 May, 2018
but excluding steel and ghee or
cooking oil industries

Act now provides exemption of sales tax on its
local supply.

Eighth Schedule
Reduced rates under the Eighth Schedule on the
following items have been withdrawn and thus
chargeable to sales tax at standard rate of 17%:
2716.0000

Description of goods

Existing Rate

Revised Rate

Reclaimed Lead

5%

17%

Sunflower seed, rapeseed
and canola seed

16%

17%

Soybean Seed

6%

10%

White Crystalline Sugar

8%

17%

17% along
with Rs. 65
per kg

17% along with
Rs. 70 per kg

Potassium Chlorate

Other sales tax exemptions
Sixth Schedule







Exemption of sales tax is provided on steel
billets, ingots, ship plates, bars and other long rerolled profiles, on such imports and supplies by
the manufacturer on which Federal Excise Duty
is payable in sales tax mode.
Wheat bran [PCT Heading 2302.3000] was
chargeable to sales tax @ 10% under Eighth
Schedule, the Finance Bill proposed exemption
of sales tax on its local supply. However, the said
change has not been approved in the Act.
Resultantly, wheat bran is taxable at standard
rate (17%).
Presently cotton seed oil [PCT Heading
1512.2100 & 1512.2900] is taxable at 17%. The

Reduced rates proposed
Eighth Schedule



Reduced Rate of 7.5% has been made
applicable on prepared food, foodstuff and sweet
meats supplied by restaurants, bakeries, caterers
and sweetmeat shops. Previously, the said
products were dealt at standard rate of sales tax.
Moreover, it is provided that no input tax
adjustment shall be allowed to the buyer.



LNG imported for servicing CNG sector and local
supplies thereof is now to be dealt with at
reduced rate of 5%.



Previously, the jewelers were entitled to exclude
the value of gold or silver used in jewelry
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supplied from the value of supply and remaining
amount was chargeable to tax at the standard
rate of sales tax. The Act requires to charge 1.5%
of value of gold plus 0.5% of value of diamond
used therein plus 3% of making charges.
Moreover, it is provided that no input tax
adjustment shall be allowed to buyer.





S.No. Withholding
Agent
1

Companies
as defined in
Income Tax
Ordinance,
2001

Reduced rate of 8% is now applicable on frozen
prepared or preserved sausages and similar
products of poultry meat or meat offal.
Reduced rate of 8% is also applicable on meat
and similar products of prepared frozen or
preserved meat or meat offal of all types
including poultry, meat and fish (as per PCT
headings also mentioned).

Sales tax withholding regime to govern
through main statute

2

Eleventh Schedule
Previously, the Federal Government has the power to
specify any person or class of persons as withholding
agent for the purpose of deduction and deposit of
sales tax at the specified rate, manner, conditions
and restrictions and accordingly, the Federal
Government has issued Sales Tax Special Procedure
(Withholding) Rules, 2007, which define the
withholding agents, the rates at which withholding is
to be done, manner of payment and exclusions from
said withholding provisions.

Federal and
Provincial
government
departments,
autonomous
bodies and
public sector
organizations

The said power of Federal Government has now
been withdrawn and the powers to specify manner of
payment, conditions and restrictions have been
vested to the Board.
3

Furthermore, the Act enacts Eleventh Schedule to
Sales Tax Act, specifying the rates for withholding of
sales tax and the persons to act as withholding
agents as follows:

Registered
person as
recipient of
advertiseme
nt service

Supplier
Category

Existing
Rate

Applicable
Rate

Registered
Persons

1/5th of
Sales Tax
shown on
invoice/
No
withholdin
g for
active
supplier

1/5th of
Sales Tax
shown on
invoice

Persons
registered as
a wholesaler,
dealer or
distributor

1/10th of
Sales Tax
shown on
invoice/
No
withholdin
g for
active
supplier

1/10th of
Sales Tax
shown on
invoice

Unregistered
Persons

1% of
gross
value

5% of gross
value

Registered
Persons

1/5th of
Sales Tax
shown on
invoice/
No
withholdin
g for
active
supplier

1/5th of
Sales Tax
shown on
invoice

Persons
registered as
a wholesaler,
dealer or
distributor

1/10th of
Sales Tax
shown on
invoice/
No
withholdin
g for
active
supplier

1/10th of
Sales Tax
shown on
invoice

Unregistered
Persons

Whole of
Sales Tax
applicable
on gross
value of
supplies

Whole of
Sales Tax
applicable
on gross
value of
supplies

Advertiseme
nt service
provider

Whole of
Sales Tax

Whole of
Sales Tax
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Immunity from withholding sales tax is also applicable
on supplies of the following taxable goods:



Electrical energy;



Natural gas;



Petroleum products as supplied by petroleum
production and exploration companies, oil
refineries, oil marketing companies and dealers
of motor spirit and high speed diesel;

2007, in addition to standard rate of sales tax at 17%,
which now stands rescinded vide SRO.694(I)/2019,
dated 29 June 2019.
The Act enacts Twelfth Schedule to the Sales Tax
Act, whereupon all imported goods meant for trading
in same state shall be subject to value addition tax at
3% ad val. in addition to sales tax at 17%.
The enacted Twelfth Schedule replicates the
provisions of Chapter X of Sales Tax Special
Procedures Rules, 2007, which now stands
rescinded.



Vegetable ghee and cooking oil;



Telecommunication services;



Goods specified in the Third Schedule to the
Sales Tax Act, 1990.



Supplies made by importers who paid value
addition tax on such goods at the time of import;
and

Raw materials and intermediary goods meant for
use in an industrial process which are subject to
customs duty at a rate less than 16% ad.val.



Petroleum products falling in Chapter 27 of PCT
as imported by a licensed oil marketing company
for sale in the country.



Registered service providers importing goods for
their in-house business use for furtherance of
their taxable activity and not intended for further
supply.



Cellular mobile phone or satellite phones.



LNG / RLNG.



Second hand and worn clothing or footwear (PCT
heading 6309.0000)

Twelfth Schedule



Gold, in unworked condition and

Minimum value addition tax was applicable on import
of goods at the rate of three percent (3%) through
Chapter X of Sales Tax Special Procedures Rules,



Silver, in unworked condition.





Supplies made by an Active Taxpayer as defined
in the Sales Tax Act, 1990 to another registered
persons with exception of advertisement
services.

The exclusion clauses were not provided in Eleventh
Schedule proposed through the Bill, which has now
been enacted. Further, the withholding sales tax
regime governed through SRO.660(I)/2007, dated 30
June 2019 stands rescinded vide SRO.694(I)/2019,
dated 29 June 2019.

Twelfth Schedule also lists down the goods on which
value addition sales tax shall not be applicable viz-aviz:

Value Addition Tax on commercial imports
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Significant sales tax notifications
issued on 29 June 2019



Supply of white crystalline sugar (PCT headings
1701.9910 and 1701.9920)

SRO.698(I)/2019, dated 29 June 2019

SRO.690(I)/2019, dated 29 June 2019
Effective 01 July 2019, region-wise values of supply
of CNG have been prescribed for charging sales tax
from CNG stations by the gas transmission and
distribution companies as follows:

Sales Tax Rules, 2006 have been amended to simply
the procedures relating to sales tax registration and
also providing certain procedural matters relating to
sales tax withholding.

Description

Rate – Rs.

For Region-I (KPK, Baluchistan, Rawalpindi,
Islamabad and Gujar Khan)

69.57/kg

SRO.694(I)/2019 & SRO.699(I)/2019, dated 29 June
2019 [Rescindment of special procedures and
various sales tax notifications]

For Region-II (Sindh and Punjab excluding
Potohar Region)

74.04/kg

Following important sales tax notifications stand
rescinded w.e.f. 01 July 2019:
Reference of
notification

Subject Matter

SRO.691(I)/2019, dated 29 June 2019
An amendment has been made in existing
SRO.190(I)/2002, dated 2 April 2002, which restricts
zero-rating of sales tax on specified goods when
exported by air or via land route to Afghanistan and
through Afghanistan to Central Asian Republics.
Through the amendment, PVC and PMC materials
(PCT headings 39.01 to 39.14) have been excluded
from the list of goods on which zero-rating is not
allowed, even if manufactured in the Export
Processing Zones or manufacturing bonds.

SRO.68(I)/2006

Input tax admissibility on import of
rapeseed, canola and sunflower
seed for solvent extraction
industries.

SRO.480(I)/2007

Sales Tax Special Procedure
Rules, 2007

SRO.660(I)/2007

Sales Tax Special Procedure
(Withholding) Rules, 2007

SRO.769(I)/2009

Zero-rating on import and supply
of polyethylene and polypropylene
for manufacture of mono filament
yarn and net cloth.

SRO.1125(I)/2011

Five export sector regime
applicable for textile, leather,
carpet, sports and surgical goods.

SRO.398(I)/2015

Reduced sales tax on LNG
imported for CNG servicing sector
and fertilizers produced from LNG.

SRO.993(I)/1996

Rate of repayment-cumdrawbacks of sales tax and FED
for cooking oil and vegetable ghee
industry

SRO.170(I)/2008 &
SRO.345(I)/2010

Notifications relating to steel
sector.

SRO.692(I)/2019, dated 29 June 2019
SRO.648(I)/2013, dated 9 July 2013 provides list of
goods, which are exempt from levy of further tax at
the rate of 3%. Following entries have been added to
provide immunity from further tax:



Supplies made to Government, semi-government
and statutory regulatory bodies.
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Federal Excise Act, 2005
Exemption withdrawn on specified internet /
DCNS services and bandwidth services by
foreign satellite companies:

addition to FED applicable at 16% under First
Schedule to the Act.)



SRO.507(I)/2013, dated 12 June 2013 (Rs.1 per
kilogram is the rate of FED on locally produced
oils purchased by the manufacturers of cooking
oil and vegetable ghee, in lieu of FED payable at
manufacturing stage of vegetable ghee or
cooking oil).



SRO.508(I)/2013, dated 12 June 2013 (Rs.0.40
per kilogram is the rate of FED on import of
oilseeds in lieu of FED payable at manufacturing
stage of vegetable ghee or cooking oil.)

Clauses (i) and (ii) to Sr.No.2 of Table-II of Third
Schedule
Telecommunication services provided in Islamabad
Capital Territory are subject to FED @ 17% under
First Schedule to Federal Excise Act, 2005 [FE Act].
Whereas, internet, data communication network
services (DCNS) and value added data services are
exempt under Third Schedule to FE Act. The Finance
Act 2019 withdraws this exemption to impose FED @
17%.
Similarly, charges payable on the international leased
lines or bandwidth services are exempt from payment
of FED, if such services are used by registered
software exporting firms and licensed data / internet
service providers. The Finance Act also withdraws
this exemption, to the extent such charges are
payable on international leased lines or bandwidth
services as provided by the foreign satellite
companies. This implies that such
telecommunication services shall now be subject to
FED @ 17%.

Fixed FED regime abolished for edible oil,
cooking oil and vegetable ghee industry
Sr. No.1 & 2 of Table-I of First Schedule
Previously, the importers and manufacturers of edible
oils, cooking oils and vegetable ghee were subject to
fixed FED, as governed by following Federal Excise
notifications:



SRO.24(I)/2006, dated 07 January 2006 (Rs.1
per kilogram is the rate of FED on import of
edible oils, cooking oils and vegetable ghee in
lieu of FED payable at manufacturing stage in

The aforesaid SROs have now been rescinded w.e.f.
01 July 2019 vide SRO.696(I)/2019, dated 29 June
2019.
Thus, effective 01 July 2019, normal FED regime has
been introduced for the cooking oil and ghee
importers / manufacturers. Accordingly, the rate of
FED on edible oils of specified PCT headings is
enhanced from 16% to 17% under First Schedule to
FE Act, which will continue to operate in sales tax
mode.
Whereas, the rate of FED in sales tax mode has also
been enhanced on vegetable ghee and cooking oils
from 16% to 17% as follows:
S. No.

Description of goods

2

Vegetable ghee and cooking
oil
(a)

in retail packing

(b)

not in retail packing

FED rate

17% of retail price
17% ad.val.

Further, Finance Act has also omitted Entry No.54 of
First Schedule to abolish FED applicable on oilseeds
@ Rs.0.40 per kilogram. .
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Restoration of normal FED regime for steel
sector and introduction of criteria of
minimum production
Section 3(5A), Entry 58 of Table-I of First Schedule,
Entry 4 of Second Schedule and Fourth Schedule
(new enactments)
Fixed sales tax regime of the whole of steel sector
has also been revamped, as were applicable under
Sales Tax Special Procedure Rules, 2007. Sales tax
on billets, ingots, bars, ship plates and other long rerolled products have now been exempted by
introducing Sr.153 in Table-I of Sixth Schedule to
Sales Tax Act, 1990, at manufacturing and import
stage, and in lieu therefore, FED at 17% in sales tax
mode has been imposed.
Accordingly, insertion of respective entries of the
afore-stated steel products have been inserted under
First and Second Schedules of FE Act.
While the steel sector is brought under FED net, the
concept of ‘minimum production’ has simultaneously
been introduced to curb the practices of
undocumented production/sales. For this purpose,
the Finance Act has enacted an enabling provision
under Section 3(5A) alongwith Fourth Schedule to FE
Act to introduce the mechanism of ‘minimum
production’.
Under newly enacted Fourth Schedule, the following
criteria for ‘minimum production’ is prescribed for the
steel sector:
S.No.

Product

Production criteria

1

Steel billets and
ingots

One metric ton per 700 kwh
of electricity consumed

2

Steel bars and other
re-rolled log profiles
of steel

One metric ton per 110 kwh
of electricity consumed

3

Ship plates

85% of the weight of the
vessel imported for breaking

The criteria for minimum production for ship plates
(Sr.No.3 of above Table) was proposed at 75% in
Finance Bill, which has been enhanced to 85% vide
Finance Act.
Under Fourth Schedule, FED liability is required to be
discharged on the basis of minimum production in
case the minimum production as per prescribed
criteria exceeds actual supplies for the month.
However, adjustment of excess FED is allowed in
case actual supplies exceed the minimum production
in subsequent month.
Further, there appears a minor change in second
Proviso to Clause (i) of Fourth Schedule, as was not
originally proposed in the Finance Bill, which restricts
refund of any overpayment of FED in the financial
year.
Besides above, procedures and conditions have also
been laid down under Fourth Schedule, relating to
minimum production of ship breakers, minimum
production of industrial units employing both
distributed power and self-generated power, etc.

FED rates enhanced on imported and locally
assembled vehicles
Sr.No.55, 55A and 55B of Table-I of First Schedule
Previously, through Finance Act 2013 and Finance
Supplementary (Second Amendment) Act, 2019,
Sr.No.55 and Sr.No.55A were introduced respectively
prescribing rates of FED on imported motor cars,
SUVs and other motor vehicles having cylinder
capacity exceeding 1800cc.
Now, a 4-tier FED slab rates have been prescribed
for specified imported vehicles vide Finance Act,
which inter-alia broadens the scope of FED on
imported vehicles irrespective of cylinder capacity as
follows:
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S.
No.

Description of goods

FED Rate

Imported motor cars, SUVs and
other motor vehicles, excluding auto
rickshaws, principally designed for
the transport of persons (other than
those of headings 87.02), including
station wagons and racing cars:
55

FED rates enhanced on cigarettes
Clause (d) of Section 19(2) and Sr.No.9, 10 and 10a
of Table-I of First Schedule

(a) of cylinder capacity upto 1000cc

2.5% ad.val.

(b) of cylinder capacity from 1001cc
to 1799cc

5% ad.val.

(c) of cylinder capacity 1800cc to
3000cc

25% ad.val.

(d) of cylinder capacity exceeding
3001cc

30% ad.val.

FED on cigarettes is levied on fixed rates, which
apply in accordance with prescribed retail price
thresholds. Finance Act has changed these FED
rates and retail price thresholds, with simultaneous
deletion of third-tier as applicable under Sr. No. 10a
of the First Schedule:
S.No. Description of goods

Further, through Finance Supplementary (Second
Amendment) Act, 2019, FED on locally manufactured
/ assembled cars of 1700 cc and above was
introduced @ 10%. Now, in order to rationalize this
levy, the Finance Act broadens the scope of FED by
introducing 3-tier slab-rates in accordance with the
cylinder capacity as follows:
S.
No.

55B

Description of goods

FED Rate

Locally manufactured or assembled
motor cars, SUVs and other motor
vehicles, excluding auto rickshaws
principally designed for the transport
of persons (other than those of
headings 87.02), including station
wagons and racing cars:
(e) of cylinder capacity upto 1000cc

2.5% ad.val.

(f) of cylinder capacity from 1001cc
to 2000cc

5% ad.val.

(g) of cylinder capacity 2001cc and
above

7.5% ad.val.

The Bill did not propose exclusion of auto riskshaws
from the purview of FED, which is now taken into
consideration as per amendments made in Finance
Act with respect to both imported and locally
manufactured vehicles, irrespective of cylinder
capacity.

9

Locally produced
Cigarettes if their on-pack
printed retail price exceeds
five thousand nine hundred
and sixty rupees per
thousand cigarettes.

10

Locally produced
cigarettes if their on-pack
printed retail price does not
exceed five thousand nine
hundred and sixty rupees
per thousand cigarettes.

Tariff
heading

FED rate

24.02

Rs. 5,200
per 1000
cigarettes

Rs.1,650
per 1000
cigarettes
24.02

The above rates of FED have already been notified
vide SRO.608(I)/2019, dated 11 June 2019 to apply
w.e.f. 12 June 2019. This SRO has now been
rescinded vide SRO.695(I)/2019, dated 29 June 2019
to apply w.e.f. 01 July 2019.
A new clause is also enacted under Clause (d) of
Section 19(2) of FE Act to impose fine which may
extend to Rs.20,000 in case any person sells
cigarettes in retail at a price lower than the retail price
plus the amount of sales tax as printed thereon.
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FED rates changes on excisable goods

S.No. Description of goods

Existing
FED rate

FED rate

however an Explanation was proposed to be inserted
to clarify that incidence of FED shall always be borne
by the cigarette manufacturer. This Explanation has
not been enacted, while FED rate on raw tobacco is
rationalized vide Finance Act.

4

Aerated waters

11.5% of
retail
price

13% of
retail
price

FED levied on fruit juices, syrups and
squashes

5

Aerated waters,
containing added sugar or
other sweetening matter
or flavoured

11.5% of
retail
price

13% of
retail
price

Sr. No.57 of Table-I of First Schedule

Aerated waters if
manufactured wholly from
juices or pulp of
vegetables, food grains or
fruits and which do not
contain any other
ingredient, indigenous or
imported, other than
sugar, colouring
materials, preservatives
or additives in quantities
prescribed under the
West Pakistan Pure Food
Rules, 1965

11.5% of
retail
price

13% of
retail
price

7

Unmanufactured tobacco

Rs.300
per
kilogram

Rs.10
per
kilogram

13

Portland cement,
aluminous cement, slag
cement, super sulphate
cement and similar
hydraulic cements,
whether or not coloured
or in the form of clinkers

Rs.1.5
per
kilogram

Rs.2 per
kilogram

Liquified natural gas

Rs.17.18
per
hundred
cubic
meters

Sr. No.4, 5, 6, 7, 13, & 31 of Table-I of First Schedule

6

31

FED at 5% of retail price has been levied on fruit
juices, syrups and squashes, waters containing
added sugar or sweetening matter etc. excluding
mineral and aerated waters.

FED reduced on domestic air travel services
Sr.No.3 of Table-II of First Schedule
S.No.

Rs.10
per
Million
British
Thermal
unit
(MMBTu)

Finance Bill proposed enhancement of FED rate from
11.5% to 14% of the retail price of the aerated water
products, however the Finance Act has now
enhanced the rate to 13% instead of 11.5%.
Further, the Bill did not propose any reduction in FED
rate with respect to unmanufactured tobacco,

3

Existing
FED rate

FED rate

(i) Long routes

Rs.2000

Rs.1500

(ii) Short routes

Rs.1250

Rs.900

Description of goods
Services provided or
rendered in respect of
travel by air of
passengers within the
territorial jurisdiction of
Pakistan:

Proceedings against authorities committing
financial malpractices
Section 19A
In order to effectively check misuse of authority to
gain financial benefit, a new enabling provision has
been enacted, to empower the Board to prescribe
rules for initiating criminal proceedings against
officers and officials of the Board who deliberately
commit acts or fail to act for personal benefits.
Earlier, the Bill proposed to empower the Board to
simultaneously get the criminal proceedings initiated
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against the taxpayer, however Finance Act has
relieved the taxpayers from the purview of such
criminal proceeding.

Decreasing the legislative burden of Federal
Government / Cabinet
Sections 2(23a), 7(2) and 22(13)
Sales tax and Federal Excise laws have now
assigned powers for procedural matters to the Board
instead of Federal Government. Yet, the substantive
powers are likely to remain with the Federal
Government. Accordingly, the words ‘Federal
Government’ have been substituted by the words
‘Board, with approval of the Federal Minister-incharge’ under Sections 2(23a), 7(2) and 22(13) of
Federal Excise Act.

Alternative Dispute Resolution
Clause (ii)(a) of Section 38(2)
Qualification criteria is provided for appointment of
ADR Committee for the private sector members of
the ADR Committee under Section 38(2) of FE Act.
Finance Act substitutes Clause (ii)(a) thereof to clarify
that the advocates having more than 10 years’
experience in the field of taxation will be considered
for appointment, besides inclusion of cost &
management accountants to act on ADR panel.

Fee and Service charges for valuation
Section 49
Finance Act enacts an enabling provision which
provides authority to the Federal Government to
impose/levy fee and service charges for valuation in
respect of any goods or services at such rates as
may be notified. This insertion was not proposed in
Finance Bill.
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The Customs Act, 1969
First Schedule


Customs duty reduced from 3% to 0% on various
raw materials/industrial inputs to incentivize local
industry.



Customs duty reduced in following other cases:

Rate of duty on following goods was proposed to be
reduced. However, the Finance Act, 2019 [the Act]
has restored the existing rate of duty.
Proposed
rate

Enacted
rate

Of a density exceeding 0.8 g/cm2
(4411.9200)

11%

16%

Not mechanically worked or surface
covered (4411.9310)

11%

16%

Other (4411.9390)

11%

16%

Of a density not exceeding 0.5
g/cm2 (4411.9400)

11%

16%

Printing paper (4802.5510)

16%

20%

Weighing 40 g/ m² or more but not
more than 150 g/ m², in sheets with
one side not exceeding 435 mm
and the other side not exceeding
297mm in the unfolded state
(4802.5600)

16%

20%

In rolls (4802.6100)

16%

20%

Description
Existing
rate

Enacted
rate

Acetic acid (2915.2100)

16%

11%

Oxalic acid (2917.1110)

11%

3%

Coniferous (4408.1000)

11%

3%

Dark Red Meranti, Light Red
Meranti and Meranti Bakau
(4408.3100)
(4408.3900)

11%

3%

Other Wood Slate (4408.9090)

11%

Description

3%

Uncoated paper and paperboard,
of a kind used for writing, etc
(48.02)

Bobbins, spools, cops and
similar supports of paper pulp,
paper or paperboard (whether or
not perforated or hardened)
(48.22)
Of a kind used for winding textile
yarn (4822.1000)

Fibreboard of wood or other
ligneous materials, whether or
not bonded with resins or other
organic substances (44.11)

20%

16%

Weighing not more than 25 g/m2
(5603.1100)

16%

11%

Weighing more than 25 g/m2 but not
more than 70 g/m2 (5603.1200)

16%

11%

Fifth Schedule (Reduced rate or Exemption)

Weighing more than 70 g/m2 but not
more than 150 g/m2 (5603.1300)

16%

11%

Condition for reduced rate withdrawn

Weighing more than 150 g/m2
(5603.1400)

16%

11%

Weighing not more than 25 g/m2
(5603.9100)

16%

11%

Weighing more than 25 g/m2 but not
more than 70 g/m2 (5603.9200)

20%

11%

Presently, agriculture machinery is allowed to be
imported on reduced rate of customs duty subject to
the condition that the agriculture machinery shall be
used by agriculture sector. Now, the Act has omitted
such condition.

Weighing more than 70 g/m2 but not
more than 150 g/m2 (5603.9300)

16%

11%

Weighing more than 150 g/m2
(5603.9400)

16%

11%

20%

11%

35%

20%

Nonwovens, whether or not
impregnated, coated, covered or
laminated (56.03)

Other round cans (7612.9040)
Other lead- acid accumulators
(8507.2000)

Goods subject to reduced rate of customs duty
incorporated

 The Act has reduced customs duty on certain
machineries/industrial inputs in line with reduction
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made in customs duty in First Schedule on those
machineries/ industrial inputs.



Machinery, equipment and other capital goods
meant for initial installation, balancing,
modernization, replacement or expansion of oil
refining (Hydro-cracking) and solar air water.



Solar air water generator



Plant and machinery as imported by the green
field industries, intending to manufacture taxable
goods subject to certain specified conditions.



Plant, machinery, equipments and materials as
are not manufactured locally, imported for the
infrastructure development of Large Diameter
Gas Pipeline project by the Ministry of Energy
(Petroleum Division) subject to certain specified
conditions.



Cystagon, Cysta drops and Trientine Capsules
(for personal use only)



Lithium iron phosphate battery (Li-Fe-PO4)



Good imported under various tariff heading if
imported by manufactures of diapers/sanitary
napkins and infant formula milk, registered under
the Sales Tax Act, 1990 subject to certain
specified conditions.





Goods imported under different tariff hearings by
manufactures of Home Appliances, registered
under the Sales Tax Act, 1990 subject to
specified conditions.



Base oil.



CNG vehicle conversion kits.



Natural gas.



Goods imported under various tariff headings as
specified in newly inserted Table C of Part VII of
Fifth Schedule.



The Bill did not extend the exemption allowed
upto 30 June 2019 to FATA on import of plant,
machinery and equipment. However, the Act has
extended the exemption upto 30 June 2020 for
setting up industries in FATA.

Deletion of certain goods from reduced rate



Lead Acid Batteries for Telephone Exchanges



Set top boxes for gaining access to internet, TV
broadcast transmitter, Reception apparatus for
receiving satellite signals of a kind used with TV
(satellite dish receivers) and other set top boxes.

Definition

Chemicals imported under various tariff hearing if
imported by manufactures of hemodialyzers,
registered under the Sales Tax Act, 1990 subject
to certain specified condition.

Section 2



Aluminum sheet, coils and foil.



Carbon steel strip of size 0.1x22.20mm.

a) Customs controls means measures applied by
the officers of customs or through Customs
Computerized System to manage risks and
ensure compliance.



AKD wax and dispersing agents.

Following significant definitions have been introduced
through the Act:
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b) Risk Management System means the systematic
application of Customs Controls and
Management Procedures on pre- arrival,
Customs clearance processes and post
clearance of goods and passengers, for
identifying, analyzing, evaluating, monitoring,
reviewing and treating the risk associated with
them.
c) Selectivity Criteria means the risk parameters
determined by the Risk Management Committee
constituted under the rules for the application of
Risk Management System

Transfer of powers
Section 18D, 30, 30A, 31, 155A
The Act has transferred powers of the Federal
Government to the FBR with or without approval of
Federal Minister-in-charge in the following cases:
i.

General power to exempt from customs
duties
Section 19
The Act has omitted the power of the Federal
Government to grant exemption of customs duty in
relation to development of backward areas or
removal of anomalies in duties.

Power to determine the customs
value
Section 25A
The Act has withdrawn powers of the Collector of
Customs to determine value of the imported or
exported goods on his own motion or on a reference
made to him by any person.

Audit of exporter’s record

Levy of fee and service charges
Section 32(3A)

ii.

Notify any specific date for the determination of
rate of duty on goods imported or exported.

iii. Notify any specific date for the determination of
rate of duty, applicable to any imported or
exported goods, if cleared through the Customs
Computerized System.
iv. Determine the date for application of all or
specific provision of the Customs Act, 1969
relating to the Customs computerized system on
any Customs station.

The amendment has made to give legal cover to
proceedings to recover amount pointed out as a
result of audit of exporter’s record in addition to
importer’s record.

Mis-declaration of value for illegal transfer of
funds abroad into or out of Pakistan
Section 32C
The Act introduced a new section to provide that
where any person overstates the value of imported
goods or understates the value of exported goods or
vice versa or using other means, such person shall
be served with a notice within a period of two years
from the date of detection of such mis-declaration as
to why penal action shall not be initiated.
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Refund to be claimed within one year

Appellate Tribunal

Section 33

Section 194

The Act has empowered the Board to allow sanction
of refund subject to pre-audit and to specify
jurisdiction and powers of the Customs officers to
sanction refund in terms of amount of Customs duty
and other taxes.

The Act has substituted the section where Customs
Appellate Tribunal shall consist of a chairman and
such other judicial and technical members as are
appointed in such numbers and in the manner by the
Prime Minister as may be prescribed by rules.

Application of risk management system

Criteria for judicial member of the Appellate Tribunal
are as under:

Section 80B
a) a judge of a High Court;
A new section has been inserted for application of
risk management system in such manner as may be
prescribed by rules.

Provisional determination of liability
Section 81
The Act has extended the scope of provisional
assessment of exported goods besides imported
goods.

Special Judges
Section 185

b) exercised powers of a District Judge and is
qualified to be a judge of the High Court; or
c) an advocate of a High Court and is qualified to be
appointed as a judge of a High Court alongwith
certain additional conditions.
Criteria for technical member of the Appellate
Tribunal are as under:
a) an officer of Pakistan Customs Service
equivalent in rank to the Member of the Board or
Chief Collector of Customs or Director General;
or

The Bill proposed to empower the Prime Minister
instead of Federal Government to carry out the
following work in consultation with the Chief Justice
of the concerned High Court.

b) a Collector or Director or Chief of the Board
having at least three years experience in that
position.

i.

Appointment of Special Judge Customs

The Prime Minister shall appoint one of the Members
of the Appellate Tribunal to be the chairman.

ii.

Transfer of cases from the jurisdiction of one
Special Judge Customs to another.

Alternative Dispute Resolution
Section 195C

However, the Act has restored the power of Federal
Government in this regard.

The Act has substituted the section of Alternative
Dispute Resolution in order to align the provisions of
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Alternative Dispute Resolution given in other taxing
statute.

Owner to make all arrangements and bear
all expenses
Section 200
Presently, this section was applicable to importers.
The Act has expanded the application of this section
to exporters in relation to make all arrangements and
bear all related expenses.
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